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The human voice is evaluated perceptually with respect to the 
basic parameters of loudness, pitch, and quality {2, 2^, 92).
There is normally a high degree of relationship between the perceived 
loudness and the acoustic intensity and between the perceived pitch and 
the acoustic frequency of a voice sample; thus, the empirical validity 
of an individual's vocal pitch or loudness percept may be evaluated by 
comparing it with the appropriate acoustic correlate. In general, how­
ever, acoustic voice features which bear a similarly high degree of re­
lationship to perceived vocal quality have been difficult to isolate. 
Investigations which help to provide a clear exposition of the acoustic 
bases of perceived voice quality are presently needed, therefore, to 
facilitate the verification of perceptually defined voice quality dis­
turbances. Findings from such investigations may be of basic impor­
tance to speech pathologists and other clinicians.
Because of the present limited availability of information 
concerning the acoustic bases of voice quality perception, descriptions
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of normal and deviant quality tend to be predicated upon the unique and 
variable perceptual impressions of individuals in a clinical situation 
and to reflect individual preferences regarding descriptive vocabulary. 
As might be expected, such descriptions tend to be vague, indistinct, 
and overlapping. In some instances, however, a broad classification of 
qualities helps to minimize the ambiguity associated with voice descrip­
tions. The term "vocal roughness," for example, is useful because it 
describes a quality associated with normal as well as with hoarse or 
harsh voices (^, ^ ) .  Moreover, it appears that perceived vocal 
roughness is related to specific accustic features.
Sonagraphic studies (37, 57, 93) have indicated that elevated 
spectral noise levels are associated with excessive vowel roughness. 
Because of the relatively broad filter bandwidth (45-Hz) employed and 
the rapidity of the analysis, however, vowel sonagrams do not lend 
themselves well to spectral noise level measurements. Recently, there­
fore, instruments capable of a very narrow-band (3-Hz) acoustic analy­
sis and a relatively slow analysis time have been used (16, 25, 45, 65) 
to produce vowel spectra in which noise levels can be meaningfully mea­
sured. These studies employing narrow-band acoustic filtering have in­
dicated that measured vowel spectral noise levels relate highly and 
positively to listener judgements of the roughness associated with nor­
mal, simulated abnormally rough, and clinically hoarse vowel phonations.
With regard to a further delineation of possible relationships 
between vowel spectral features and perceived vowel roughness, it is 
pertinent to consider vocal fry phonation. Vocal fry is described as a 
peculiar, low-pitched type of phonation which vaguely resembles the
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sound of a motor boat or rapidly popping corn (20, 55). Considerable 
roughness is also perceptually associated with fry phonation (20, 83). 
In the past, some authors have considered vocal fry phonation to be ab­
normal because of the excessive roughness they perceived to be associ­
ated with it (54, 83). This view has since been revised on the basis 
of research findings indicating that fry phonation differs from other 
types of unusually rough phonation with regard to the acoustic wave and 
physiological features which underly its perception (£9, £4). Further, 
it has been observed that vocal fry phonation is commonly heard in 
speech which is perceived to be normal in quality ( ^ ) . Many questions 
remain at this time regarding the acoustic nature of vocal fry phona­
tion and, particularly, regarding the spectral features which may be 
associated with the roughness of fry phonations. Apparently, an ex­
tensive spectrographic study of vocal fry phonation has not been com­
pleted previously.
It seems appropriate, therefore, to investigate the possibil­
ity that vowel roughness perceptually associated with fry phonations is 
related to spectral noise levels as it is for vowels produced in other 
phonatory modes, and to consider the relative roughness of fry phona­
tions on a quality continuum. It is thought that findings bearing on 
such questions would not only contribute to the fund of basic informa­
tion regarding speech sound production and perception available to 
speech scientists, but might have clinical implications as well. The 
broad purpose of this study, therefore, was to investigate the acoustic 
spectral noise levels associated with normal, vocal fry, and simulated 
abnormally rough vowels produced by the same subjects under essentially
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identical, controlled, experimental conditions. A further purpose luas 
to investigate possible relationships between the vowel spectral noise 
levels and perceived vowel roughness.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The objective assessment of vocal quality is of interest to 
speech and medical clinicians because of their responsibility in the 
rehabilitation of individuals presenting quality disturbances. Com­
monly, the evaluation of voice quality is predicated upon the per­
ceptual judgement of a clinician. The value of such judgements may be 
limited in some instances, however, because the validity of the clini­
cian's unverified perceptual impression is questionable. Additional 
objective methods for voice quality assessment are currently needed, 
therefore, to supplement and to verify clinical judgements. It appears 
likely that when such methods are evolved they will be based in part 
upon the findings of investigations which have delineated the signifi­
cant relationships between acoustic voice features and perceived vocal 
quality. Recently, therefore, numerous studies have been designed to 
investigate acoustic features which may be related to the perception of 
specific voice qualities.
Because their perceptual, acoustic, and physiologic similari­
ties and differences are incompletely understood, there is considerable 
current research interest in vocal fry and in vocal roughness. Recent­
ly reported findings (51) suggest that listeners are able to differ­
entiate reliably between vocal fry and abnormally rough phonations.
5
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Certain acoustic wave differences between fry and non-fry phonations 
have also been reported (30, 49, 91), but acoustic measurement data 
regarding the spectrographic features of vocal fry, normal, and ab­
normally rough vowels are sparse. Because such data are potentially 
useful, the present study employed narrow-band spectrography to in­
vestigate further the acoustic features of vocal fry and vocal rough­
ness. Literature reviewed as background to this study is reported 
under the headings: (a) Perceptual Features of Vocal Fry and Vocal
Roughness; (b) Acoustic Features of Vocal Fry and Vocal Roughness; and 
(c) Physiologic Features of Vocal Fry and Vocal Roughness.
Perceptual Features of Vocal Fry 
and Vocal Roughness
Vocal Roughness
Recently, vocal roughness has been associated with voices which 
are essentially normal as well as with those which are abnormal in qual­
ity. Emanuel and Sansone (16) and Sansone (6^), on the basis of in­
vestigations of vowels produced by adult male subjects, reported that 
normal productions of different vowels tend to differ with respect to 
perceived roughness. In general, they found that normal productions of 
the low vowels /a/ and /se/ were characterized by greater roughness than 
the high vowels /i/ and /u/. Similar findings have been reported by 
Lively (45) for adult female subjects.
When vocal roughness is severe, listeners may conclude that it 
constitutes a voice quality disorder. "Hoarseness," "harshness," 
"raspiness," "huskiness," and similar terms are commonly used to desig­
nate severe and abnormal vocal roughness (74). The descriptions of
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these aberrant qualities which are subsumed under the general term "ab­
normal vocal roughness," tend to be somewhat vague. Curtis (13), Van 
Riper and Irwin (83), Sherman and Linke (68), and others have described 
harsh quality as an unpleasant, noisy, rasping sound which is associ­
ated with excessive strain in phonation. Others (^, 2Ê» §Z) have de­
scribed hoarseness as a combination of breathiness and harshness. Moore 
(52) has described "dry," "wet," and "rough" types of hoarseness. Thur­
man (75) reported, however, that "hoarseness," "harshness," and "other 
terms" are often used to identify qualities which are indistinguishable 
perceptually. Thus, it is questionable that most listeners can differ­
entiate reliably among the various subtypes of excessive roughness, at 
least when isolated vowel phonations are evaluated. The term "abnormal 
vocal roughness" is increasingly accepted by investigators, therefore, 
as a meaningful label for a "group" of quality disturbances which are 
often differentiated by writers, but which may not be differentiated 
reliably by most listeners.
Investigators report that abnormal vocal roughness tends to 
vary in severity, not only across subjects producing the same isolated 
vowel, but also across different isolated vowels phonated by the same 
subject. For example, when Sansone (65) investigated isolated vowels 
produced with simulated abnormal vocal roughness by adult males, he 
found that low vowels tended to be perceived as more rough than high 
vowels. Similar findings have been reported by Lively (45) for vowels 
phonated with simulated abnormal vocal roughness by adult females and 
by Hanson (25), Rees (64), and Sherman and Linke (68) for vowels pro­
duced by subjects presenting clinically significant abnormal vocal 
roughness. When vowels are phonated in syllabic contexts, however, the
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consonant environment tends to affect the degree of vowel harshness per­
ceived. Rees (64), for example, investigated vowels produced in various 
cue contexts. She noted that less harshness was perceptually associated 
with vowels in voiceless than in voiced consonant environments, and in 
stop plosive than in fricative environments.
To summarize, the literature suggests that vocal roughness is 
associated with normal as well as with hoarse or harsh vocal quality.
The degree of roughness perceptually associated with phonations appears 
to depend in part upon the vowel produced and, if the vowel is in con­
text, upon the syllabically associated consonants. The general term 
"abnormal vocal roughness" appears to be gaining acceptance among in­
vestigators in part because listeners may be unable to differentiate 
reliably among the various subtypes of excessive roughness; i.e., 
hoarseness, harshness, raspiness, and huskiness, when isolated vowels 
are evaluated. Possibly, such differentiations could be made more 
readily for connected speech than for isolated vowel samples.
Vocal Fry
Ambiguous and unclear written descriptions of perceptually de­
fined vocal qualities are common in the literature, and an adequate 
description of the quality associated with vocal fry phonation appears 
particularly elusive. Moser (^) observed that while vocal fry phona­
tion is easy to demonstrate, the quality associated with it is ex­
tremely difficult to describe. "You may recognize it," he said, "as 
the sound produced by many youngsters in imitating a motor boat, but to 
me it more nearly resembles the sound of vigorously popping corn." 
Cleeland (_7) described vocal fry quality as "a very low-frequency
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ticking, a rhythmic beat, or scraping noise." Uoelker (84) called it 
"a rattling, rumbling, cracking, or ticker-like substitute for vocali­
zation." Hollien, Moore, lUendahl, and Michel (29) described fry as 
having a perceptually distinct "popping" or "pulsing" quality.
In the past, many writers have indicated that vocal fry is a 
mode of phonation which results in a markedly harsh or rough vocal 
quality. On the basis of their earlier review of the literature, for 
example, Moore and von Leden (54) noted that "harshness" was the term 
used most frequently to describe the vocal quality associated with fry 
phonation. It has been reported (54), moreover, that Bowler included 
numerous vocal fry samples in his frequently cited study of ostensibly 
"harsh" voices. As is suggested by Van Riper and Irwin's (83) guarded 
comment that fry phonation "contributes to" harsh quality, doubts have 
arisen concerning the appropriateness of implying that the quality 
associated with fry phonation is equivalent perceptually to the quality 
termed "harshness," "hoarseness," or "excessive roughness." Such 
doubts were given impetus when Moore and von Leden (54) observed by 
high-speed laryngeal photography that distinctive vocal fold movements, 
unlike those associated with clinically hoarse phonations, characterize 
vocal fry phonations.
On the basis of their early photographic studies, Moore and 
von Leden (54) suggested that vocal fry phonation might be called "di­
crotic dysphonia" to indicate that it is a voice disturbance associated 
with particular physiologic features. The view that vocal fry phona­
tion constitutes a voice disorder has, however, also been questioned of 
late. On the basis of recent investigations, Hollien, Moore, Uiendahl, 
and Michel (29) concluded that it is inaccurate to regard vocal fry as
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a voice disturbance. These investigators noted that if one were to pho- 
nate solely in vocal fry the resulting voice mould undoubtedly be per­
ceived as abnormal, but that vocal fry is often heard in undisturbed 
phonations and that such usage is apparently normal. They hypothesized 
that vocal fry phonation is "a normal mode of laryngeal operation that 
results in a distinctive acoustic signal." Hollien and his associates 
suggested that their hypothesis might be tested in part by ascertaining 
whether listeners could perceptually differentiate vocal fry and harsh 
phonations.
Michel (49) subsequently investigated the possibility that 
vocal fry and harsh productions could be differentiated perceptually.
Ten adult males presenting harsh voices, and ten normal-speaking adult 
males affecting vocal fry, each recorded a passage of connected speech 
and a sustained vocalization of the vowel /a/. When these samples were 
evaluated perceptually, Michel found that both sophisticated and un­
trained listeners could discriminate reliably between the vocal fry and 
harsh voice samples when instructed to use "differences in quality" as 
the sole basis for their discriminatory judgements. These findings are 
of interest in view of the reports that fry phonations evidence consid­
erable harshness. Possibly, the perceptual identification of vocal fry 
per se is based upon acoustic features other than those associated with 
the perception of vocal roughness per se; thus, similarly-rough fry and 
non-fry phonations may be differentiated perceptually. It may be sug­
gested further that the acoustic features essential to the perception 
of vocal roughness are commonly associated to a considerable degree 
with fry phonations; thus, fry productions are often described as being 
harsh in quality.
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In summary, descriptions of vocal fry quality in the litera­
ture appear to be somewhat ambiguous and unclear. This may be attribu­
table in part to rapidly changing concepts of the nature of vocal fry 
as a phonatory phenomenon. First, vocal fry was described as an abnor­
mal mode of phonation which evoked the perception of harsh vocal qual­
ity. lYlore recently, however, it has been suggested that, while sub­
stantial harshness or roughness is associated with fry phonation, vocal 
fry phonation per se is not abnormal. Moreover, there is evidence that 
vocal fry and other types of unusually rough phonation can be differen­
tiated perceptually. Little specific information regarding the degree 
of roughness associated with fry phonations is currently available, 
however, and such information would appear to be needed.
Acoustic Features of Vocal Fry 
and Vocal Roughness
Vocal Roughness
In some respects, the acoustic features of normally and abnor­
mally rough phonations are similar. Michel (49), for example, found 
that abnormally rough phonations tend to evidence a fundamental vocal 
frequency which is within the modal range for the subject's age and 
sex. Similarly, Lieberman (44) studied the fundamental periodicity of 
pathological larynges and concluded that harshness and hoarseness tend 
to be associated with fundamental vocal frequencies within the sub­
ject's modal register.
Abnormal vocal roughness tends to be associated, however, with 
vocal frequency perturbations, i.e., small but rapid variations in the 
fundamental frequency of phonation, which are larger than those
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associated with normal phonation. Michel {^9) and Lieberman (44) have 
noted that such "pitch" perturbations tend to be larger for harsh or 
hoarse than for normal phonations. Moore and Thompson (53) found that 
differences in the periods of consecutive acoustic cycles are generally 
greater in severely hoarse than in mildly hoarse phonation. Coleman 
(_B) also reported that small random changes in fundamental vocal fre­
quency occur less frequently in normal than in hoarse phonation.
Vocal roughness has also been investigated by relating the 
amount of time the acoustic wave of phonation is aperiodic to the total 
phonation time for the sample. According to Michel (49), a wave is 
aperiodic when there is "a lack of recognizable repeating wave-forms." 
He investigated the amount of such aperiodicity in standardized pas­
sages of connected speech spoken with harsh, vocal fry, and normal 
vocal qualities. The total time for each sample was first measured 
from phonellegraphic records of the signal. Subsequently, the amount 
of aperiodicity, i.e., that portion of the total signal which lacked 
recognizable repeating cycles was determined, and a ratio computed: 
the time of aperiodicity divided by total phonation time. It was thus 
possible for Michel to specify the proportion of total phonation time 
a phonatory signal was characterized by aperiodicity so extreme that 
evidence of cyclic vibration could not be discerned. On the basis of 
this study, Michel reported that normal sustained vowel phonation is 
aperiodic approximately two percent of the time, while harsh phonation 
is aperiodic approximately seventeen percent of the time.
Spectrographic studies of the human voice have provided in­
formation of importance in understanding vocal roughness. On the basis 
of a sonagraphic vowel analysis, Thurman (75) reported that vowel
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formant bandwidth changes and formant frequency shifts are associated 
with hoarseness. These changes were not consistent within or across 
subjects, however. Isshiki, Yanagihara, and lYlorimoto (_36) and Yanagi- 
hara (93, 94), studying sonagrams of hoarse phonations, found that as 
the severity of hoarseness increased there was a spread of spectral 
noise components from the high frequency portions of the spectrum into 
the lower frequencies.
Using a constant bandwidth wave analyzer, Sansone (65) recently 
obtained 3-Hz bandwidth frequency-by-amplitude acoustic spectra of 
vowels produced by adult males both normally and with simulated abnor­
mal vocal roughness. He found that spectral noise levels for abnormally 
rough vowel productions were characteristically elevated above those for 
normal productions, and that vowel spectral noise levels were highly and 
positively oorrelated with vowel roughness ratings. With respect to 
differences among vowels, Sansone found that both spectral noise levels 
and perceived roughness tended to be greater for the low than for the 
high vowels. Similar results were obtained by Lively (45) who studied 
the speotral noise levels associated with the normal and simulated ab­
normally rough vowel phonations of adult females, and by Hanson (25) who 
studied the phonations of subjects presenting clinically rough voices. 
Hanson also reported significant positive relationships between the 
spectral noise levels obtained for the vowels and the roughness ratings 
obtained for the sentences produced by his subjects.
In summary, acoustic features of abnormal vocal roughness ap­
pear to differ in degree rather than in kind from those for normal vocal 
roughness. Abnormally rough phonations tend to be characterized by a 
fundamental vocal frequency within the subject's modal range, larger-
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than-normal pitch perturbations, a large percentage of unmeasurable pho­
nation or wave aperiodicity with respect to sample duration, and eleva­
ted spectral noise levels.
Vocal Fry
In contrast to vocal roughness, vocal fry is associated with 
relatively low fundamental vocal frequencies, (ïlcGlone (48) reported a 
fundamental frequency range for fry phonations from 10.9 to 52.1 Hz. 
Michel (50) reported fundamentals for fry phonations ranging from 7 to 
78 Hz. Similar findings have been reported by Timcke, von Leden, and 
Moore (77). Hollien and lUendahl (^) reported that fry phonations evi­
dence a train of discrete acoustic excitations of pulses with repetition 
rates below any level that might be expected for either normal or harsh 
phonation. They defined a "pulse" as "any of a variety of glottal wave­
forms of brief duration separated by varying periods of no excitation." 
It may be noted that Bowler (£) reported a high incidence of extremely 
low fundamental frequencies for "harsh" phonations, but Moore and von 
Leden (54) reexamined Bowler's "harsh" samples and reported that they 
were, in fact, largely fry productions.
Because low fundamental frequencies characterize vocal fry 
phonations, Hollien and Michel (28) hypothesized that fry phonations may 
constitute a distinct, low-pitched vocal register. These investigators 
defined a "register" as "a series or range of consecutive (vocal) fre­
quencies of similar quality," and they suggested that there is "little 
or no overlap in fundamental frequencies between adjacent registers."
To test this hypothesis, Hollien and Michel investigated the frequency 
limits of modal, falsetto, and vocal fry phonations for twelve male and
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eleven female subjects. Their results suggested that modal, falsetto, 
and vocal fry phonations are each associated with a distinct range of 
fundamental frequencies. Thus, they concluded that vocal fry phona­
tions constitute a low-frequency vocal register.
Michel (49) also reported that vocal fry tends to differ from 
other modes of phonation with respect to the magnitude of acoustic fre­
quency perturbations. He found significant differences among the per­
turbation means for sustained normal, vocal fry, and rough phonations. 
He observed also that fry productions were characterized by the great­
est amount of random variation around a mean fundamental frequency, 
followed by harsh and then by normal or modal register phonations. Be­
cause other investigations had suggested a positive correlation between 
pitch perturbation in a phonatory sample and perceived vocal roughness, 
Michel's finding that vocal fry productions were characterized by lar­
ger perturbations than harsh productions required explanation. Michel 
accounted for this finding as follows:
Although a greater perturbation factor was observed in vocal 
fry than in normal or harsh voices, the pulse-like character 
of vocal fry was maintained. It is therefore postulated that 
even though this perturbation, or irregularity of adjacent 
period lengths, is associated with vocal fry, probably it is 
not an important factor for the recognition and identifica­
tion of vocal fry. Thus it is proposed that vocal fry may be 
either a regular or slightly irregular train of pulses and 
still be judged as vocal fry. In the harsh voice, however, 
there is no over-riding pulse-like signal to which the ear 
can respond. Accordingly, it is proposed that this leaves 
the perturbation as one of the predominate percepts.
Thus, Michel suggested that even though vocal fry phonations may evi­
dence larger perturbations than harsh phonations, the perception of 
vocal fry is related to the pulse-like nature of the acoustic signal, 
while the perception of harshness is related to the perturbation of the
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signal.
While abnormally rough phonations are associated with consider­
able signal aperiodicity with respect to the total signal duration, 
Michel (£9) found that vocal fry phonations lacked such aperiodicity. 
Hollien and lUendahl (30) have also reported that the vocal fry acoustic 
wave tends to be "regular" rather than aperiodic.
Characteristically, successive cycles of the acoustic voice 
wave associated with vocal fry phonations are highly damped (£, 91).
This wave feature appears to be uniquely associated with vocal fry and, 
thus, tends to differentiate vocal fry phonations from normally and ab­
normally rough phonations. To investigate the acoustic wave features 
associated with the perception of vocal fry, lUendahl, Moore, and Hol­
lien (91) utilized a programmable electrical laryngeal analog coupled 
to a vowel synthesizer to produce the vowel /a/ with fry quality. They 
reported that the chief requisite for the perception of vocal fry was 
an almost complete damping of the acoustic wave between successive ex­
citations. Coleman {9) subsequently investigated the amount of acous­
tic wave decay necessary for the perception of vocal fry. Studying the 
vowels /a/ and /u/, Coleman found that vocal fry was perceived when, 
for each cycle, the difference between the maximum energy of the acous­
tic wave and that remaining at the time of reexcitation was 42 dB for 
/a/ and 44 dB for /u/.
In contrast to vocal roughness, the spectral features of vocal 
fry have apparently not been investigated. Michel (49), however, has 
offered an hypothesis regarding the amount of spectral noise to be ex­
pected in fry phonations. On the basis of his findings regarding the 
amount of signal aperiodicity associated with vocal fry, harsh, and
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normal phonations, he suggested that harsh phonations would be charac­
terized by higher levels of spectral noise than normal or vocal fry 
phonations.
In summary, while vocal fry phonation is characterized by ex­
tremely low fundamental vocal frequencies, abnormally rough phonation 
is associated with fundamental frequencies within the modal register. 
Larger pitch perturbations are reportedly associated with vocal fry 
phonations than with normally or abnormally rough phonations. While 
"signal aperiodicity," as it is defined by Michel (£9), is reportedly 
absent in vocal fry phonations, abnormally rough phonations are char­
acterized by a large percentage of aperiodicity. Further, an acoustic 
waveform in which successive cycles are highly damped is associated 
with vocal fry phonations, but not with normally or abnormally rough 
phonations. Spectral noise levels exceeding normal levels are associ­
ated with abnormally rough phonations. Spectral noise data are cur­
rently unavailable for vocal fry phonations, however, and would appear 
to be needed.
Physiologic Features of Vocal Fry 
and Vocal Roughness
Vocal Roughness
While normal phonation is characterized by slight variations 
in the duration and amplitude of vocal fold movements in successive 
vibratory cycles (54), abnormal vocal roughness is associated with rela­
tively large variations in the vocal fold vibratory pattern. Moore and 
Thompson (53) found that variations in the vibratory frequency of the 
vocal folds are related to the perceived severity of hoarseness.
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Yanagihara (94) has noted that the amplitude of uocal fold movements is 
often much less in hoarse than in normal phonation. Using high-speed 
laryngeal photography, Timcke, von Leden, and Moore (76) observed that 
when voice quality is abnormally rough, the normal time relationships 
of opening, closing, and closed phases of vocal fold vibration may be 
disturbed, and that in some instances the closed phase may be diminished 
or absent. A distinct asymmetry of vocal fold movements accompanying 
abnormally rough phonation has also been reported by von Leden, Moore, 
and Timcke (87).
Isshiki and von Leden (35) have suggested that asymmetric vocal 
fold movements during phonation tend to produce an imperfect modulation 
of the air stream at the level of the glottis, a turbulent flow of air, 
and a rough vocal quality. Phonatory air flow rates were obtained by 
these investigators for thirty-two subjects presenting diverse laryngeal 
diseases. They reported flows substantially in excess of normal for 
hoarse subjects unable to achieve glottic closure during phonation, but 
some of their hoarse subjects evidenced expiratory flows which were near 
or within normal limits. They attributed the "normal" flow rates for 
hoarse subjects to high glottal resistance, i.e., to hyperfunction of 
the laryngeal musculature during phonation.
To generalize, abnormal vocal roughness has been associated 
physiologically with disturbances in the normal time relationships of 
intra-cycle phases of glottic valving, asymmetric vocal fold movements, 
and variations in the frequency and amplitude of consecutive glottic 
vibratory cycles. Possibly, the roughness associated with normal modal 
register phonations reflects similar variations of lesser magnitude.
The air flow rates associated with abnormally rough phonations vary
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from normal to excessive, depending on the degree and type of laryngeal 
disturbance with which the roughness is associated.
Uocal Fry
Studies of vocal fry phonation suggest a unique pattern of 
vocal fold vibration. Using high speed laryngeal photography, Moore and 
von Leden (54) observed that during each cycle of fry phonation the 
folds separate, move toward approximation but do not close, separate 
again, then approximate and remain in contact for a relatively long 
period of time. This "double vibration" pattern has also been observed 
by others (^, 91 ), but Hollien and UJendahl (^) found that a single 
opening and closing of the folds followed by a period of no excitation 
was common in fry phonation. Thus, it has been suggested (30) that the 
perception of vocal fry quality is not dependent on the number of 
"pulses" or glottal abductions per cycle, but rather on a sufficiently 
long closed phase during each cycle to allow for an almost complete 
damping of vocal tract acoustic excitation.
Some concepts of the physiological processes underlying fry 
phonation have been predicated on acoustic speech analyses. On the 
basis of investigations concerned with the acoustic features of vocal 
fry, Hollien £t (29) speculated that in fry phonation the adducted 
vocal folds are relatively thick and compressed; the ventricular folds 
are somewhat adducted; and, the inferior surfaces of the ventricular 
folds come into contact with the superior surfaces of the true folds. 
They also speculated that vocal fold vibration in fry phonation is 
initiated and maintained by relatively low subglottal pressures and that 
air flow is probably less for fry than for other types of phonation.
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Murry (56) subsequently investigated aerodynamic features of 
vocal fry phonation. He simultaneously recorded intratracheal air 
pressure, air flow rate, and sound pressure during sustained phonations 
of two vowels, /a/ and /i/, at three vocal fry and two modal range fun­
damental frequencies. Murry reported that subglottal air pressures 
accompanying vocal fry phonations were greater than those accompanying 
low-frequency modal range phonations, and that the expiratory air flow 
rates associated with vocal fry phonations were less than those associ­
ated with modal range phonations. Murry's latter finding is consistent 
with findings reported by McGlone (48) who also studied air flow rates 
during vocal fry phonations. Using five male and five female subjects, 
McGlone found that expiratory air flow rates associated with vocal fry 
phonations were smaller than those associated with modal or falsetto 
phonations. He noted, however, that increases in the fundamental fre­
quency of vocal fry phonations, like those for modal register phona­
tions, were not linear with respect to changes in the rate of phonatory 
air flow.
Additional information regarding the physiology of vocal fry 
phonation has been presented by Hollien, Damste, and Murry (27). These 
investigators studied relationships between vocal fold length and the 
repetition rate of phonatory pulses during vocal fry. Lateral laryngeal 
X-rays were taken for eleven males while the subjects attempted to pro­
duce vocal fry phonations at three specified repetition rates: 20 Hz,
35 Hz, and 50 Hz. Hollien and his associates reported that vocal fold 
length during vocal fry phonation was not related to the phonatory repe­
tition rate; the vocal folds were shorter for vocal fry phonations than 
for even the lowest frequency of phonation in the modal register; and,
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the mechanisms which govern frequency changes in the modal register,
i.e., a systematic lengthening of the vocal folds with pitch increases, 
do not govern frequency changes in vocal fry phonation.
To summarize, vocal fry phonation tends to be associated with 
a single opening and closing of the vocal folds followed by a period of 
no excitation, and with a unique "double" vibratory pattern where, for 
each cycle, the vocal folds separate, move toward approximation, sepa­
rate again, approximate and remain in contact for a relatively long 
period of time. Subglottic air pressures accompanying vocal fry phona­
tions are reportedly greater than those for low-frequency modal register 
phonations, while air flow rates for fry phonations are less than those 
for modal register phonations. The vocal folds tend to be shorter dur­
ing vocal fry than during modal register phonations. In contrast to the 
changes in vocal fold length which accompany pitch increases in modal 
register phonations, increases in the pitch of vocal fry phonations do 
not appear to be associated with a systematic lengthening of the vocal 
folds.
Summary
The literature suggests that a degree of vocal roughness char­
acterizes normal as well as abnormal vocal quality. It has been repor­
ted that substantial harshness or roughness is associated with vocal fry 
phonations, but there is little specific information available regarding 
the roughness of fry phonations relative to the roughness of normal or 
abnormally rough phonations. The literature also suggests that normal, 
vocal fry, and abnormally rough phonations may be differentiated per­
ceptually. Further, it appears that vocal fry and non-fry phonations
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tend to differ with respect to acoustic wave and physiologic features.
Concerning acoustic spectral features associated with the 
roughness of normal and hoarse or abnormally rough phonations, it is 
reported that as vowel noise levels increase there is a related increase 
in perceived vowel roughness. The level of spectral noise associated 
with vocal fry phonations has apparently not been investigated. Addi­
tional information regarding spectral noise level and roughness-rating 
relationships would appear useful in understanding the acoustic nature 
of normal, vocal fry, and abnormally rough phonations, and may have 
clinical implications. This study, therefore, was designed to investi­
gate the spectral noise levels associated with vocal fry, simulated ab­
normally rough, and normal vowel phonations and the relationship of 
these noise levels to the perceived roughness of the phonations.
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE INVESTIGATION
The purpose of this study was to investigate acoustic spectral 
noise levels associated with vowels phonated normally, with vocal fry, 
and with simulated abnormal vocal roughness, and possible relationships 
between the spectral noise levels and vowel roughness. Twenty normal­
speaking adult males individually phonated five selected vowels normal­
ly, with vocal fry, and with simulated abnormal vocal roughness at one 
intensity. A magnetic tape recording was made of each vowel production. 
The recorded productions were presented in random order to a panel of 
eleven judges who rated each for roughness. To provide an index of 
vowel roughness, medians of the judges' ratings for each production were 
obtained. The mode of phonation represented by each vowel phonation was 
also evaluated by the judges. The recording of each production was sub­
sequently analyzed to produce a narrow-band (3-Hz) frequency-by-ampli- 
tude acoustic spectrum. To provide a quantitative index of vowel spec­
tral noise, the lowest observable peak of energy in each of seventy-nine 
successive 100-Hz spectral sections from 100 to 8000 Hz was measured in 
each vowel spectrum. The fundamental frequency of each recorded test 
vowel phonation was also obtained. These data were then examined with 
respect to specific research questions. The research questions and the 




The following research questions concerning selected vowels 
produced by adult male subjects with vocal fry, simulated abnormally 
rough, and normal phonation were investigated.
1. What is the relative roughness of each vowel?
2. What are the spectral noise levels associated with each 
vowel?
3. What relationships obtain between the measures of spectral 
noise and the roughness ratings for each vowel?
Where appropriate, the findings pertinent to each of the research ques­
tions were compared across the three phonatory modes.
Subjects
Twenty normal-speaking adult males, selected chiefly on the 
basis of their ability to perform the experimental task, served as sub­
jects. The investigation was limited to adult males to provide homo­
geneity of the subject sample with regard to vocal pitch. Each poten­
tial subject was evaluated by a trained speech pathologist to insure 
that those selected presented normal voice quality and speech. Subjects 
ranged in age from twenty-three to thirty-four years.
Speech Sample
Subjects individually sustained at one intensity each of five 
vowels; first normally, then with vocal fry, and then with simulated ab­
normal vocal roughness. The vowels /u/, /i/, /a /, /a/, and /as/ were 
studied to permit investigation of vowel effects on perceived vocal 
roughness and on acoustic spectral noise levels. Each production was 
sustained for seven seconds at 75 (± 1 dS) re; 0.0002 dyne/cm^ (SPL) at 
a mouth-to-microphone distance of six inches.
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Abnormal uocal roughness mas simulated by normal-speaking sub­
jects because it mas considered desirable to minimize subject differen­
ces in the three phonatory modes. Moreover, findings reported by Bomler 
(£), Sansone (65), and Lively (45) suggest that judges generally do not 
distinguish perceptually betmeen simulated abnormal and clinical vocal 
roughness. In addition, Hanson has noted that the acoustic spectral 
features of abnormal vocal roughness associated mith laryngeal pathology 
are similar to those for simulated abnormal vocal roughness. Thus, it 
mas thought that the present findings might be useful in understanding 
clinical vocal roughness.
Instrumentation
Instrumentation used in data collection included a signal 
system, an audio recording system, a mave analyzing system, a playback 
system, a fundamental frequency analyzing system, and a calibration 
system.
Description
Signal system. A simple electro-mechanical cam timer, acti­
vated by the experimenter, controlled the illumination of panel lights 
used to signal subjects to begin and terminate test vomel phonation.
Audio recording system. The audio recording system consisted 
of a sound level meter (General Radio, Type 1551-C) mith an attached 
non-directional piezoelectric ceramic microphone (General Radio, PZT 
Type 1560-P3), a magnetic tape recorder (Ampex, Model AG 440), and a 
monitoring amplifier (Bruel and Kjaer, Type 2603).
Its design specifications indicated that the frequency response 
of the PZT microphone mas flat (± 1 dB) from 20 to 8000 Hz mhen at a
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70° angle of incidence to the sound source. The sensitivity of the 
microphone was -60.3 dB re: lu/microbar. The sound level meter was de­
signed to indicate the sound pressure level at its PZT microphone with 
an average signal-to-noise ratio in octave bands from 20 to 10,000 Hz 
of at least 66 dB. The tape recorder had a flat frequency response 
(± 2 dB) from 40 to 12,000 Hz with a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 
65 dB at a tape speed of 15 inches per second.
A simplified diagram of the audio recording system presented 
in Figure 1 shows that in data collection the output of the sound level 
meter was led directly to the input of the tape recorder. The output 
of the tape recorder was led to the monitoring amplifier which served 
as a vocal-intensity-monitoring meter. The calibrated scale on the 
amplifier's voltmeter indicated when subjects were phonating at the re­
quired vocal intensity,
Wave analyzing system. The experimental vowels were each re­
produced from tape loops on the tape recorder described above, and were 
introduced as complex electrical signals into a graphic wave analyzer 
(General Radio, Type 1910-A) to produce an acoustic spectrum. The 
analyzer's frequency accuracy to 50,000 Hz was ± 0.5% of frequency-dial 
reading, plus 5 Hz. When used in its 3-Hz bandwidth mode, the instru­
ment functioned as a continuously tunable narrow-band filter with the 
intensity of the frequency components in a complex signal at least 
30 dB down at +. 6 Hz, and at least 60 dB down at ±  15 Hz, from center 
frequency. The analyzer's signal-to-noise ratio was at least 75 dB.
An electric motor drive system mechanically tuned the wave 
analyzer through its frequency range and coupled the analyzer to a 
graphic level recorder to permit automatic recording of the level of
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Figure 1.-—Simplified diagram of the audio recording system.
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componsnts in the complex signal under analysis. The movement of the 
recorder's chart paper was synchronized with the wave analyzer's fre­
quency-tuning dial. The voltage outpub of the wave analyzer was pro­
portional to the intensity of the frequency components in a 3-Hz band 
of the complex signal under analysis and served as an electrical input 
to the graphic level recorder. The recorder was equipped with an 80 dB 
input potentiometer designed for accuracy within ±  1% of full scale 
decibel value. The level recorder's output was proportional to the 
logarithm of changes in its input and, hence, was linear in decibels.
A simplified diagram of the wave analyzing system is presented in Fig­
ure 2.
Playback system. The playback system used to present the 
vowel samples to judges for rating consisted of a dual-channel magnetic 
tape recorder (Ampex, Model AG 440), an amplifier (Sherwood, Model 
S9900A), and a loud-speaker (Altec, Model 844A).
Fundamental vocal frequency analyzing system. The system used 
to determine the fundamental vocal frequency of each test vowel sample 
consisted of a magnetic tape recorder (Ampex, Model AG 440), a wave 
analyzer (General Radio, Type 1910-A), and a universal counter (TSI, 
Model 361). A simplified diagram of this system is presented in Figure
3.
Calibration system. Components employed in instrument cali­
bration included a pure tons oscillator (Hewlett-Packard, Model ABR 200) 
which drove a loud-speaker (Altec, Model 844A), a sound level meter 
(General Radio, Type 1551-C), and a manufacturer-calibrated condenser 
microphone assembly (Bruel and Kjaer, Type 2603). A simplified diagram 
of the calibration system is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 2.=«Simplified diagram of the uiave analyzing system.
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Figure 3.— Simplified diagram of the fundamental vocal frequency
analyzing system.
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Figure 4.— Simplified diagram of the calibration system.
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Calibration
Audio recording system. The magnetic tape recorder mas in­
spected and aligned by an audio engineer immediately prior to data col­
lection. The vocal-intensity-monitoring amplifier's voltmeter mas cali­
brated to indicate mhen the subject's vocal intensity had reached 75 dB 
SPL. To calibrate this meter, a 1000-Hz reference tone produced by the 
pure tone oscillator mas led to the loudspeaker. The sound level 
meter's PZT microphone mas placed at a 70° angle of incidence to and tmo 
feet in front of the loudspeaker in an acoustically isolated room. The 
intensity of the pure tone mas adjusted until it produced a 75 dB SPL 
sound level meter deflection. The sound level meter's output mas then 
connected directly to the input of the tape recorder, and the recorder 
mas adjusted for a -2 dB deflection of its VU meter in response to the 
75 dB SPL input. The output of the recorder mas then led to the moni­
toring amplifier and the amplifier's input potentiometer mas adjusted 
for a 15 dB deflection on the amplifier's voltmeter in response to the 
75 dB SPL input. This deflection of the amplifier's voltmeter mas 
marked as the intensity level each subject mas to maintain during test 
vomel production. The reference tone mas then recorded and played back, 
and the audio recorder's reproduce level mas adjusted to match its 
record level. Thus, speech samples producing a 75 dB SPL indication on 
the vocal-intensity-monitoring amplifier's voltmeter produced a -2 dB 
deflection on the recorder's record VU meter. When recorded and played 
back, the speech samples produced a -2 dB deflection on the recorder's 
reproduce VU meter.
The PZT microphone used in this study mas designed for a flat 
(± 1 dB) frequency response from 20 to 8000 Hz. Immediately before and
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after collection of the experimental data, the PZT microphone’s fre­
quency response was checked against the flat (± .5 dB from 20 to 10,000 
Hz) response of a calibrated condenser microphone and was found to be 
accurate within the manufacturer's specifications.
Wave analyzing system. Before each use, the graphic wave ana­
lyzer was adjusted for minimal carrier frequency intensity at low fre­
quencies and aligned for frequency analysis accuracy within design 
specifications. After this initial adjustment, intensity calibration 
was effected by introducing a recorded 75 dB SPL 1000-Hz reference tone 
into the wave analyzer. The gain of the analyzer and the pen excursion 
of the graphic level recorder were then adjusted for a 75 dB SPL indi­
cation on the graph paper. To insure stability of the wave analyzer's 
frequency calibration, a daily check was made of its response to a 
series of reference tones of known frequency produced by the pure tone 
oscillator.
Procedures
The experimental procedures in this study included recording 
the subject's productions of the test vowels, analyzing the recorded 
productions to obtain their fundamental frequencies and frequency-by- 
amplitude spectra, and presenting the recorded productions to judges for 
rating.
Recording
All vowel samples were recorded in an acoustically-isolated, 
two-room testing suite with a low ambient noise level at the Speech and 
Hearing Center, University of Oklahoma Medical Center. The test room 
contained the subject's chair, the sound level meter with its attached
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PZT microphone, the uocal-intensity-monitoring amplifier, and the sig­
nal lights used to control the initiation and termination of each test 
vomel phonation. The adjoining control room contained the magnetic 
tape recorder and the cam timer which controlled the activation of the 
signal lights.
Initially, each subject mas familiarized mith the experimental 
procedures and mas then seated in the examination chair. The chair's 
headrest mas adjusted vertically for comfort and a headstrap mas em­
ployed to minimize changes in the subject's position mith respect to 
the microphone during recording. The microphone mas placed at a 70° 
angle of incidence to and six inches in front of the subject's mouth.
The monitoring amplifier mas positioned to allow the subject to observe 
readily the intensity of his phonations. The investigator remained in 
the test room throughout each recording session to monitor the intensity 
of each vomel production and to cue the subject mith printed cards bear­
ing the vomel to be phonated. A copy of the instructions read t? the 
subjects is presented in APPENDIX A.
After being familiarized mith the speech material, the subject 
practiced phonating each test vomel at 75 dB SPL while observing the 
monitoring amplifier's voltmeter. The subject also practiced timing his 
phonations mith the signal lights until he mas able to sustain each 
vomel for seven seconds while maintaining the required intensity. Upon 
completion of the training, the normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnor­
mally rough test vomel productions mere recorded. The order of vomel 
presentation mas randomized for each subject. The test vowels mere pro­
duced first normally, then mith vocal fry, and then mith simulated vocal 
roughness. This procedure eliminated from normal and fry productions
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the influence of uocal abuse associated with roughness simulation. Each 
vowel phonation was carefully monitored by the investigator. If the 
subject did not produce the appropriate vowel, did not maintain the re­
quired intensity, or did not suitably effect vocal fry or abnormal uocal 
roughness, the trial was repeated until an acceptable performance was 
achieved.
Spectral Analysis
Tape loops were constructed from the magnetic tape recordings 
of each normal, vocal fry, and rough vowel produced by each subject.
The loops were constructed from a central portion of the vowel recording 
displaying a uniform intensity of 75 dB SPL (± 1 dB) as monitored from 
the recorder's UU meter. Each loop was two seconds in duration (tape 
speed 15 ips); thus, initial and terminal vowel inflections were omitted 
from the analysis. To obtain a 3-Hz bandwidth frequency-by-amplitude 
spectrum of each vowel, the vowel loops were individually played into 
the graphic wave analyzer. The graphic level recorder component of the 
wave analyzer was operated at a paper speed of 0.5 inches per minute and 
a writing speed of 20 inches per second to produce the vowel spectra. 
These settings insured adequate resolution of data analyzed in the 3-Hz 
bandwidth mode and minimized writing stylus overshoot. The time re­
quired to produce the spectrum of an individual vowel production under 
the described conditions was thirty-two minutes.
To evaluate the level of test room and instrumental system 
noise during data collection, recordings of test chamber noise were made 
at various times during the day. Tape loops constructed from these re­
cordings were analyzed to produce 3-Hz bandwidth room noise spectra.
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To provide an estimate of system noise levels, the high peak of energy 
in each 100-Hz spectral section from 100 to 8000 Hz was measured in each 
spectrum. The noise levels attributable to the instrumental systems and 
test chamber were low and approximately equal at all frequencies above 
100 Hz throughout the total spectral frequency range; thus, they ap­
peared to be negligible. There was also negligible noise-level varia­
tion in the spectra of test-chamber noise recordings made at different 
times during the day.
As a quantitative index of vowel spectral noise levels, the 
lowest observable peak graphic level recorder stylus marking in each 
100-Hz section of each vowel spectrum was measured in dB SPL. Seventy- 
nine measures, one for each successive 100-Hz spectral section from 100 
to 8000 Hz, were obtained from the spectrum of each vowel. Measures 
for the first 100-Hz section of each spectrum were omitted because sys­
tem noise was greater in that frequency range than in any higher range. 
Stylus marking overlap, in some instances, may have precluded measure­
ment of the true low noise-level peak in a 100-Hz spectral section; 
however, measurement of the lowest observable peak provided a numerical 
index of vowel spectral noise levels.
To assess the reliability of the spectral analysis procedure, 
three consecutive spectra were made from one tape loop. Spectral noise 
levels averaged over the frequency range 100 to 8000 Hz did not vary 
more than ±  .2 d8 across the three spectra. Differences among noise 
level means for comparable 1000 Hz segments of the spectra ranged from 
±  .2 to ±  1.08 dB. Thus, the vowel spectral analysis procedure appeared 
to be sufficiently reliable.
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Fundamental Vocal Frequency Analysis 
The vowel tape loops were also used in determining the funda­
mental uocal frequency of the normal, vocal fry, and rough phonations. 
The loops were played individually into the graphic wave analyzer which 
was operated in its 3-Hz bandwidth mode. The analyzer was then hand- 
tuned upward in frequency from 0 Hz until a large deflection of its 
voltmeter indicated that the fundamental frequency of the signal had 
been located. The analyzer's tracking generator output was then coupled 
to the TSI counter which displayed digitally the fundamental frequency 
of the vowel production being analyzed.
To evaluate the reliability of the fundamental vocal frequency 
analysis procedure, all vowel tape loops were analyzed a second time.
The obtained fundamentals were found to vary no more than ±  2 Hz across 
all vowel samples. Thus, the fundamental vocal frequency analysis pro­
cedure appeared to be sufficiently reliable.
Roughness Rating 
The 300 normal, vocal fry, and rough productions were rando­
mized by means of tape dubbing for presentation to judges. Eleven 
judges, all graduate students in speech pathology, performed two listen­
ing tasks. First, they evaluated the degree of vocal roughness associ­
ated with each vowel and, later, they differentiated the normal, vocal 
fry, and rough productions. The judgements were made in an acoustically 
isolated room with the judges seated approximately equidistantly from 
the loudspeaker. The recorder used to reproduce the vowels was located 
in an adjoining control room. An intercommunication system between the 
two rooms enabled the judges to indicate when they wished a particular
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presentation of a vowel sample repeated.
The listening sessions were held on two successive evenings 
and each was approximately two hours in length. In the initial session, 
the judges were instructed to rate independently the degree of roughness 
perceived for each test vowel phonation. A five-point equal-appearing 
intervals scale in which "1" represented least severe and "5" repre­
sented most severe roughness was used. Prior to the rating, the first 
fifteen vowel samples to be judged were played. The judges were in­
structed to listen to these samples and to form an independent estimate 
of the rating scale extremes. A copy of the instructions to judges is 
presented in APPENDIX B. The speech samples to be rated were then pre­
sented in five series of sixty vowel productions and one series of fifty 
productions, with a brief rest period between series. The final fifty 
vowel samples, which were the first fifty repeated, were included to 
evaluate intra-judge reliability. Median scale values of the judges' 
ratings for each vowel production were then obtained to provide an index 
of the roughness of each production,
A Pearson _r of .98 was obtained when the median values of the 
judges' first and second ratings of the fifty vowel productions in the 
reliability sample were related. Percentages of intra-judge roughness 
rating agreement ±  1 scale value for two ratings of the fifty vowel pro­
ductions were also obtained. The lowest percentage, 96%, was obtained 
for Oudge 9. Percentages of inter-judge roughness rating agreement i  1 
scale value for the 300 vowel productions were also obtained. The lowest 
percentage, 90%, was obtained when the vowel ratings of Judge 9 were com­
pared to those of Judge 4. The results of these procedures are presented 
in APPENDIX C. The intra- and inter-judge reliability indicated by these
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data appeared to be adequate.
IKIode of Phonation Rating 
The appropriateness of the mode of phonation employed for each 
test vowel production was initially evaluated by the investigator at 
the time the samples were collected. The validity of the investigator's 
initial perception was subsequently evaluated, however, by comparing 
his judgement to that of the judges. In a second listening session, the 
eleven judges were required to evaluate independently each vowel sample 
with respect to the mode of phonation it represented. The instructions 
given to the judges are presented in APPENDIX B. Fifteen vowel samples 
selected by the investigator, five representing each mode of phonation, 
were initially played to the judges for practice in differentiating the 
phonatory modes. The vowel samples were then presented for judgement in 
five series of sixty productions and one series of fifty productions, 
with a brief rest period between series. The final fifty productions, 
which were the first fifty repeated, were included to evaluate intra­
judge reliability. The "proper" placement of each vowel production in 
a given phonatory category was decided on the basis of the assignment 
made by a majority, i.e., six or more of the judges. APPENDIX D pre­
sents the number of judges assigning each phonation to its "proper" 
category. In no instance did the majority of judges disagree with the 
investigator's initial opinion regarding the mode of phonation represen­
ted by a test phonation. There was unanimous agreement among the judges 
regarding the mode of phonation represented by 73^ of the 300 vowel 
samples. Ten judges were in agreement regarding 16/S, and nine judges 
regarding A%, of the 300 samples. Thus, for 93^ of the 300 vowel
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samples nine or more judges agreed with each other and with the in­
vestigator's initial opinion regarding the mode of phonation represen­
ted. For only seven of the 300 samples did as few as six judges agree 
with each other and with the investigator regarding the mode of phona­
tion, and these instances occurred only for normal and rough vowel pro­
ductions. The differences of opinion among judges for these equivocal 
samples appeared to be attributable to the nature of the samples. That 
is, disagreements among judges were most frequent for those normal 
samples which were relatively rough and for those rough samples which 
were relatively smooth. The judges evidenced comparatively little dif­
ficulty in recognizing vocal fry samples. In no instance did fewer than 
nine judges agree with each other and with the investigator's initial 
identification of the vocal fry phonations. In general, therefore, 
agreement among the judges and between the judges and the investigator 
regarding the mode of phonation represented by each vowel phonation ap­
peared to be adequate. The number of judges "correctly" identifying the 
mode of phonation of the fifty reliability samples did not diminish from 
the first to the second evaluation of those samples. Thus, the relia­
bility of the mode-of-phonation evaluations appeared to be adequate. 
These findings appeared to support the validity of the investigator’s 
initial determination of the mode of phonation represented by the 
samples.
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results
For this investigation, twenty normal-speaking adult males in­
dividually phonated each of the vowels /u/, /i/, /a /, /a/, and /ae/ 
normally, with vocal fry, and with simulated abnormal vocal roughness at 
one intensity. These vowel productions were tape-recorded, and the re­
cordings were subsequently analyzed to determine the fundamental fre­
quency and the 3-Hz frequency-by-amplitude acoustic spectrum of each 
test phonation. Spectral noise levels associated with individual test 
vowel phonations were then measured in dB SPL over the frequency range 
100 to 8000 Hz. The vowel recordings were also randomized and indi­
vidually rated for roughness on a five-point scale of equal-appearing 
intervals by eleven judges. The median of the judges ratings for each 
production was obtained to provide a single-valued index of the rough­
ness of each test phonation. The median roughness ratings and the spec­
tral noise levels for the vowel phonations were then related. The find­
ings are reported in detail in the following sections.
Fundamental Uocal Frequency 
Table 1 presents separately for each test vowel and each of the 




FUNDAMENTAL VOCAL FREQUENCY FOR EACH NORMAL (N), VOCAL 
FRY (VF), AND ROUGH (R) VOWEL PRODUCTION
Vowels
/u/ /i/ /a/
jbject N VF R N VF R N VF R
1 108 50 162 108 56 122 102 56 128
2 119 47 172 106 49 155 122 40 150
3 125 75 132 125 52 121 122 58 133
4 96 60 108 98 49 101 97 44 98
5 107 66 . 108 116 68 101 100 58 116
6 130 55 139 127 72 145 129 44 135
7 133 66 183 131 59 166 116 54 170
8 99 67 144 98 69 103 109 48 101
9 98 72 130 98 74 112 95 60 113
10 122 69 146 153 50 132 125 56 122
11 128 49 169 131 53 148 134 50 138
12 105 64 140 108 67 105 98 60 125
13 112 72 130 95 66 129 98 46 121
14 105 71 157 113 51 142 107 56 117
15 120 63 139 122 57 183 120 47 143
16 139 67 131 137 46 136 132 48 131.
17 116 64 138 103 66 162 112 36 138
18 122 51 188 128 50 200 123 39 153
19 117 58 121 130 52 128 123 45 121







I\1 UF R l\l VF R
1 106 48 119 98 49 112
2 101 43 153 103 30 143
3 121 32 114 122 41 114
4 99 30 101 99 40 96
5 96 57 114 98 47 97
6 118 45 126 116 35 144
7 122 56 163 133 54 147
8 106 59 100 106 56 107
9 95 66 105 100 61 108
ID 134 44 132 114 48 124
11 124 48 134 130 49 136
12 108 49 132 101 47 104
13 101 44 111 96 41 121
14 121 48 113 101 47 105
15 127 50 111 116 43 123
16 126 40 138 130 47 139
17 120 40 137 115 45 122
18 120 47 161 123 38 169
19 113 48 119 128 48 129
20 109 46 121 114 47 119
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vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough phonation. This table shows 
that for each subject the fundamental for the vocal fry phonation of 
each vowel was lower than that for the normal and rough production.
Table 1 also shows that a higher fundamental tended to be associated 
with the rough than with the normal phonation of each test vowel. These 
trends are also seen in Table 2 which presents separately for normal, 
vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough productions, the fundamental 
frequency means and standard deviations, and the range of fundamentals 
for each test vowel. The means are over the twenty subjects. Table 2 
shows that for each test vowel the range of relatively low fundamentals 
for vocal fry productions did not overlap the range of relatively high 
fundamentals for either normal or rough productions. There was, how­
ever, considerable overlap in the ranges for normal and rough produc­
tions of each vowel.
Table 2 reveals further that the fundamental frequency means 
tended to vary directly with tongue height in vowel production. When 
either simulated rough or vocal fry productions are considered, for ex­
ample, the test vowels may be ranked in descending order of average 
fundamental frequency: /u/, /i/, /a/, /a/, and /as/. A similar trend
obtains for the normal test vowel productions with only one slight re­
versal, i.e., the mean for /i/ was higher than that for /u/. The re­
sults of randomized complete-block analyses of variance and Duncan's New 
Multiple Range Tests employed to test the significance of these trends 
are summarized in APPENDIX E. These tests revealed that, although all 
the observed trends toward differences in fundamental frequency were not 
significant, vowel fundamentals at the extremes of the range for each 
mode of phonation were demonstrably different. For both abnormally
TABLE 2
FUNDAMENTAL VOCAL FREQUENCY MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND 
THE RANGE OF FUNDAMENTALS FOR NORMAL, VOCAL FRY,
AND SIMULATED ABNORMALLY ROUGH VOWELS 














/u/ 116 12.03 96-139 63 8.45 47-75 143 22.37 108-188
/!/ 117 15.56 96-153 58 8.90 46-74 136 27.33 101-200
A / 114 12.53 95-134 50 7.38 36—60 129 17.21 98-170
/a/ 113 11.45 95-134 47 8.44 30—66 125 18.47 100-163
/»/ 112 12.43 96-133 46 7.09 30-61 123 18.90 96-169
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rough and uocal fry productions, for example, the high vowels /u/ and 
/i/ evidenced significantly (p<j0.05) higher fundamentals than the low 
vowels /a/ and /æ/. For normal productions, the fundamental for /i/
was significantly (p<0.05) higher than that for /æ/.
Roughness Ratings
Table 3 presents the median of the eleven judges' roughness 
ratings for each of the five vowels produced normally, with vocal fry, 
and with simulated abnormal vocal roughness by each of the twenty sub­
jects. This table shows that, for each subject, vocal fry and simula­
ted abnormally rough productions of each test vowel received higher 
median roughness ratings than normal productions. The range of median 
ratings shown in Table 3 was, for normal productions, from 1.05 to 3.38; 
for fry productions, from 3.19 to 5.00; and, for rough productions, from 
2.29 to 5.00. The relatively large range associated with the simulated 
abnormally rough productions may be attributable to the fact that the
degree of vowel roughness subjects simulated was not controlled.
Table 4 presents the median roughness ratings for normal, 
vocal fry, and rough productions of each vowel, averaged over the twenty 
subjects. This table shows, when the means for normal productions are 
considered, that the high vowel /u/ tended to be rated least rough and 
the low vowel /æ/ most rough. The scale separation between these ex­
treme vowels is .55. Regarding vocal fry productions. Table 4 shows 
that the high vowel /i/ tended to be rated least rough and the low vowel 
/as/ most rough. Because of the very restricted range of ratings assign­
ed to fry productions, however, the scale separation between the ex­
treme vowels is only .28. Regarding the simulated abnormally rough
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TABLE 3
MEDIAN ROUGHNESS RATINGS FOR EACH NORMAL, UOCAL FRY, 




A / A /
N VF R N VF R N VF R
1 2.08 4.95 4.71 1.29 4.95 4.71 1.42 4.89 4.42
2 1.60 5.00 4.71 1.42 4.89 4.95 1.42 4.95 4.95
3 1.19 4.00 4.59 2.06 4.00 4.59 1.19 4.89 4.89
4 2.11 4.95 4.59 2.71 4.89 4.89 1.80 4.95 4.89
5 1.11 3.71 4.00 1.81 4.06 4.00 1.86 4.42 4.00
6 2.40 4.71 4.81 1 .19 4.14 3.80 1.19 3.89 3.40
7 1.11 4.60 4.00 1.11 5.00 3.42 1.86 4.81 4.81
8 2.25 4.29 3.75 2.59 3.19 4.08 1.19 4.89 4.19
9 1.19 4.00 3.75 1.42 4.11 3.80 1.29 4.29 4.59
10 1.05 4.20 4.89 2.00 4.59 4.89 1.67 4.59 4.33
11 1 .42 4.81 4.59 1 .19 4.71 2.19 1.60 4.95 2.42
12 2.19 4.89 5.00 2.00 4.81 5.00 2.20 4.95 5.00
13 1.42 4.14 4.25 1.94 4.59 3.59 1.86 4.95 4.95
14 1.59 4.19 4.71 2.14 4.95 3.67 2.59 5.00 4.89
15 1.29 5.00 4.42 2.06 4.95 4.59 1.42 5.00 3.75
16 1 .05 4.81 3.86 1.42 4.95 4.33 1.11 4.95 4.19
17 1.80 4.71 4.14 2.06 4.11 3.11 1.71 4.89 3.25
18 1.11 4.95 3.40 1.19 4.95 4.33 1.11 4.42 3.59
19 1.42 4.59 5.00 2.20 4.06 4.89 1.75 4.89 4.14







N VF R N VF R
1 1.42 4.95 4.00 2.06 4.89 4.00
2 1.29 4.89 4.95 1.86 4.95 5.00
3 2.25 4.00 4.59 1.75 4.71 4.81
4 2.59 5.00 4.81 2.25 4.59 4.81
5 1.42 4.40 3.71 2.29 4.42 4.00
6 1.29 4.81 4.08 2.00 4.89 4.25
7 2.00 4.89 3.59 2.42 4.12 3.59
8 2.19 4.19 4.81 2.42 4.81 4.81
9 1.92 4.00 3.88 2.20 4.89 4.08
10 2.42 5.00 4.81 2.60 4.59 4.81
11 1.71 4.89 2.40 1.42 4.81 3.86
12 3.38 4.71 4.81 2.29 4.81 4.95
13 1.05 4.95 4.00 2.00 4.89 3.88
14 1.71 5.00 4.71 2.59 5.00 4.81
15 1.60 4.71 4.14 2.00 5.00 4.89
16 1.81 4.06 3.88 1.86 4.71 4.71
17 1.19 4.95 3.00 2.00 4.71 3.40
18 1.29 5.00 4.00 1.60 5.00 3.86
19 1.95 4.71 4.59 3.00 4.71 4.89
20 1.62 4.25 3.08 1.59 4.89 4.42
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TABLE 4
MEDIAN ROUGHNESS RATINGS FOR NORMAL, UOCAL FRY, 
AND ROUGH PRODUCTIONS OF EACH VOWEL 
AVERAGED OVER TWENTY SUBJECTS
Vowel Normal
Average Median Roughness Rating 
Vocal Fry Rough
/u/ 1.56 4.53 4.36
A / 1.75 4.48 4.08
/a / 1.58 4.74 4.15
/ a / 1.81 4.67 4.09
/as/ 2.11 4.76 4.39
productions. Table 4 shows that the high v/owel /i/ tended to be rated 
least rough and the low vowel /se/ most rough. The scale separation be­
tween these extreme vowels is only .31, Table 4 reveals, therefore, 
that for all three modes of phonation the low vowel /ae/ tended to evi­
dence greater roughness than the other test vowels. Least roughness 
tended to be associated with either /u/ or /i/, depending on the mode of 
phonation; thus, least roughness was associated with a high vowel for 
all three modes of phonation. It may also be noted in Table 4 that when 
ratings for vocal fry and simulated abnormally rough productions of the 
test vowels are compared, the average rating for fry productions of each 
vowel tended to be higher than that for the simulated abnormally rough 
productions. In general, however, for each test vowel the average 
ratings for fry and for simulated abnormally rough productions tended to 
be similar and to be relatively high on the roughness scale with respect
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to those for normal productions.
Spectral Noise Levels
Example acoustic spectra for normal and fry, and for rough and 
fry phonations of one of the test vowels are presented in Figures 5 and 
6 respectively. These spectra are for the vowel /ae/ as produced by Sub­
ject 9. In general, the spectral features observed for /ae/ were also 
observed for the other test vowels. Figure 5 shows that the spectrum 
for the normal /ae/ production is characterized by identifiable harmonics 
over approximately the lower one-half (100 to 4000 Hz) of the analyzed 
frequency range (100 to 8000 Hz). The harmonics are obscured by the 
noise at the high-frequency end of the spectrum. Where harmonics are 
identifiable, noise components may be seen between them. In contrast, 
Figure 6 shows that, in the rough vowel spectrum, noise components are 
elevated and harmonics are obscured by noise except in the low-frequency
range. Identifiable low-frequency harmonics in the spectrum of the
rough production appear to be diminished in amplitude with respect to 
those in the spectrum of the normal production.
Inspection of the spectrum for the vocal fry production in 
either Figure 5 or 6 reveals that spectral noise levels are markedly 
elevated across the frequency range analyzed. With respect to spectral 
noise levels, the rough and fry production spectra in Figure 6 appear 
more similar than the normal and fry production spectra in Figure 5. 
Figure 6 also shows that even fewer harmonics are discernable in the fry 
than in the rough spectrum. Moreover, the low-frequency harmonics which 
may be delineated in the fry spectrum appear to be more greatly dimi­
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Figure 5.— (Top) Spectrum of a normal /æ/; (Bottom) Spectrum of a vocal fry /æ/.
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FREQUENCY IN KC FREQUENCY IN  KC
Figure 6.— (Top) Spectrum of a rough /æ/; (Bottom) Spectrum of a vocal fry /»/.
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Figures 5 and 6 also reveal a general tendency for both har­
monic and noise levels to reflect the formants of the vowel produced. 
This tendency has been noted previously (25, 45, 65), and is thought to 
be attributable to frequency-selective acoustic damping in the vocal 
tract resonators.
Spectral noise levels (SNLs) for each of the test vowels aver­
aged over all subjects and over the spectral frequency range 100 to 2600 
Hz, and the standard deviations associated with the SNL means, are pre­
sented in Table 5. The frequency range considered (100 to 2600 Hz) was 
selected for two reasons. First, others (25, 45, 65) have reported that 
the variation in individual vowel spectral noise levels across subjects 
is less for measures in this than in other spectral ranges. Second, the 
cited previous investigations have demonstrated a very high degree of 
linear relationship between vowel production SNL measures over this fre­
quency range and the roughness perceptually associated with the produc­
tions.
Table 5 reveals that the SNL means for the rough and vocal fry 
productions tend to exceed those for normal productions of each test 
vowel. Further, except for /u/, the SNL means for the vocal fry pro­
ductions of each vowel tend to exceed those for rough productions. For 
/u/, the mean for rough productions tended to exceed very slightly the 
mean for fry productions. Table 5 also shows that when normal and fry 
productions were considered, the vowels could be ranked with respect to 
increasing SNL means; /u/, /i/, /a /, /q/, and /æ/. In general, this 
order also held for rough productions, except that the SNL mean for 
rough productions of /i/ was slightly smaller than that for /u/. Table 
5 reveals also that, in general, low vowels tended to be characterized
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TABLE 5
NORMAL, UOCAL FRY, AND ROUGH UOlUEL SPECTRAL NOISE LEUEL (SNL) 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TWENTY MALE SUBOECTS,
AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE UOCAL FRY AND NORMAL,
UOCAL FRY AND RDÜGH, AND ROUGH AND 
NORMAL UOWEL SNL MEANS (SNLDS)










/u/ 13.2 2.9 30.0 4.3 16.8
/i/ 16.1 3.4 33.1 3.6 17.0
/a/ 25.7 4.7 38.6 2.3 12.9
/a/ 26.8 4.3 38.9 2.3 12.1
/æ/ 31.4 3.9 43.8 1.9 12.4










/u/ 30.2 4.9 30.0 4.3 - 0.2
A / 30.1 4.8 33.1 3.6 3.0
/a/ 37.7 4.5 38.6 2.3 0.9
/a/ 37.7 4.7 38.9 2.3 1.2
/*/ 41.2 2.9 43.8 1.9 2.6










/u/ 13.2 2.9 30.2 4.9 17.0
A / 16.1 3.4 30.1 4.8 14.0
/a/ 25.7 4.7 37.7 4.5 12.0
/a/ 26.8 4.3 37.7 4.7 10.9
/æ/ 31.4 3.9 41.2 2.9 9.8
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by larger SNL means than high vowels, regardless of the phonatory mode 
employed in vowel production.
Spectral noise level differences (SNLDs) between the means for 
vocal fry and normal, vocal fry and rough, and rough and normal produc­
tions of each test vowel are also presented in Table 5. Table 5 shows 
that, in general, fry-normal and rough-normal SNLDs tend to be smaller 
for low than for high vowels. It is also evident in Table 5 that fry- 
normal and rough-normal SNLDs tend to be substantially larger than fry- 
rough SNLDs. Thus, the spectral noise levels associated with fry phona­
tions more nearly resemble those associated with simulated abnormally 
rough than with normal phonations.
Table 5 also presents the standard deviations associated with 
the normal, rough, and vocal fry SNL means. This table shows that the 
greatest SNL variability tended to be associated with the rough produc­
tions. For the rough and vocal fry productions there was a general 
trend toward smaller standard deviations for low than for high vowels.
A similar trend was not evident, however, for the normal productions.
Differences between the SNLs associated with vocal fry, rough, 
and normal productions of /æ/ are illustrated in Figure 7. In this 
figure, individual 100-Hz SNLs averaged over the twenty subjects are 
plotted separately for normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough 
productions of /»/. Figure 7 shows that the 100-Hz SNL means for both 
vocal fry and rough /ae/ productions tended to exceed those for the nor­
mal /ae/ productions over the total spectral range (100 to 8000 Hz). 
Similar trends were evident for the other test vowels. Figure 7 also 
reveals for /œ/ that 100-Hz SNL means for fry productions tended to ex­
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Figure 7.— Noise levels in each 100-Hz spectral section averaged over twenty male 
subjects for normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough productions of the vowel /æ/.
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means for the rough productions tended to exceed those for the vocal fry 
productions at higher spectral frequencies, except from 3200 to 3400 Hz.
Spectral Noise Level and Roughness 
Rating Relationships
To investigate possible relationships between vowel spectral 
noise levels and roughness severity ratings, scatter diagrams of SNLs 
averaged over the spectral segment 100 to 2600 Hz and median roughness 
ratings for the productions of each vowel were plotted. The scatter 
diagrams for each test vowel are presented in Figures 8 through 12.
These figures suggest a positive relationship between the SNL means and 
the median roughness ratings for each of the test vowels. In general, 
as the roughness of each vowel increased, its spectral noise level 
tended to increase.
Table 6 presents correlation coefficients (Pearson
TABLE 6
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR NOISE LEVELS AVERAGED OVER THE 
SPECTRAL FREQUENCY RANGE 1O0 TO 2600 Hz AND MEDIAN 
ROUGHNESS RATINGS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS 
OF EACH TEST VOWEL






* All coefficients significant (p«dO.Ol)
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Figure 8.— Spectral range 100 to 2600 Hz noise level means and 
median roughness ratings over eleven judges for twenty male subjects' 
normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough productions of the 
vowel /u/.
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Figure 9.— Spectral range 100 to 2600 Hz noise level means and 
median roughness ratings over eleven judges for twenty male subjects' 
normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough productions of the 
vowel /i/.
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Figure 10.— Spectral range 100 to 2600 Hz noise level means and 
median roughness ratings over eleven judges for twenty male subjects' 
normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough productions of the 
vowel /a/.
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Figure 11.— Spectral range 100 to 2600 Hz noise level means and 
median roughness ratings over eleven judges for twenty male subjects' 
normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough productions of the 
vowel /a/.
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Figure 12.— Spectral range 100 to 2600 Hz noise level means and 
median roughness ratings over eleven judges for twenty male subjects' 
normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough productions of the 
vowel /as/.
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indicating the degree of association between the SNL means and the 
median roughness ratings for the productions of each test v/owel. Table 
6 reveals that the obtained coefficients ranged from .88 for /a/ to .92 
for /u/, and each was statistically significant (p<jO.Ol). Because the 
coefficients were uniformly high across vowels when SNLs for each pro­
duction were averaged over the 100 to 2600 Hz range, an inspection of 
relationships between the SNLs in each 100-Hz segment of this range and 
median roughness rating was made.
Table 7 presents correlation coefficients obtained when a
TABLE 7
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE MULTIPLE REGRESSION BETWEEN 
SPECTRAL NOISE LEVELS IN EACH 100-Hz SPECTRAL SECTION 
FROM 100 TO 2600 Hz AND MEDIAN ROUGHNESS RATINGS 
FOR THE PRODUCTIONS OF EACH TEST VOWEL






* All coefficients significant (p<jO.Ol)
multiple regression analysis was performed relating the 100-Hz section 
SNLs to the median roughness ratings for the productions of each vowel. 
Table 7 shows that the obtained coefficients ranged from .95 for /a/ and 
/as/ to ,97 for /a/ and /u/. The coefficients for all five vowels were
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significant (p«30.0l), and tended to be higher than those obtained when 
the 100 to 2600 Hz SNL means and median roughness ratings for produc­
tions of each vowel were related. The magnitude of these coefficients 
indicates a high degree of linear relationship between 100-Hz section 
SNLs and the median roughness rating for each of the test vowels. Be­
cause the multiple correlation coefficients were uniformly high and 
significant for all test vowels, it appeared that the median roughness 
rating for each vowel production might be predicted from the spectral 
noise levels associated with it.
Three different regression analyses were employed to predict 
the roughness of the vowel productions. Table 8 presents, for each 
prediction method, the number of residuals (the obtained roughness 
rating minus the predicted rating) for each vowel which deviated more 
than .50 or 1.0 scale value. This table shows that the number of rela­
tively large residuals tended to be greater for Methods II and III than
for Method I. Thus, of the three methods employed. Method I appeared 
to offer advantages with respect to the accuracy of prediction of vowel 
median roughness ratings when all three modes of phonation were con­
sidered. In Method I, the 100-Hz spectral section SNLs from 100 to 
2600 Hz and the median roughness ratings for normal, simulated abnor­
mally rough, and vocal fry productions were used in fitting a regression 
plane for each test vowel. The derived multiple regression equation was 
then used to predict the median roughness ratings for all productions of 
each vowel. The Method I multiple regression equation has the form
Y = Bq + B-]X-] + B2X2 + . . . . B25X25 
where V equals the roughness prediction, Bq the Y intercept determined
TABLE 8
THE NUMBER OF RESIDUALS FOR THREE METHODS OF PREDICTION GREATER 
THAN .50 AND 1.0 SCALE VALUE FOR TWENTY NORMAL,
TWENTY VOCAL FRY, AND TWENTY SIMULATED 
ABNORMALLY ROUGH PRODUCTIONS 
OF EACH OF FIVE VOWELS
Method I Method II Method III
Phonatory Reeldual>.5 Reeidual^l Residual>.5 Residual>1 Residual>«5 Reeldual>1
Vowel Mode Scale Value Scale Value Scale Value Scale Value Scale Value Scale Value
Normal 3 0 1 0 13 0
/u/ Rough 1 0 3 0 B 0
Fry 2 0 7 3 9 1
Normal 4 0 1 0 8 2
/!/ Rough 4 0 0 0 11 1
Fry 4 1 14 10 11 0
Normal 6 0 2 0 14 4A/ Rough 1 0 0 0 11 3
Fry 4 0 11 3 4 2
Normal 3 1 4 0 10 3A/ Rough 6 0 1 0 6 2
Fry 3 0 17 16 8 1
Normal 6 0 4 0 11 2
/»/ Rough 2 1 4 0 5 1




by the regression analysis, B-]_25 the regression coefficients determined 
by the regression analysis, and X-]_25 the successive 100-Hz SNLs from 
100 to 2600 Hz for each vowel production. Table 8 reveals that when 
Method I was employed the predicted median rating for forty-nine of the 
300 vowel productions deviated more than .50 scale value from the ob­
tained median rating for those productions. Only three of the forty- 
nine residuals greater than .50 scale value were larger than 1.0 scale 
value. The largest residual associated with Method I was 1.36.
In Method II, only the normal and abnormally rough vowel 100-Hz 
spectral section SNLs from 100 to 2600 Hz and the median roughness 
ratings were utilized in fitting the regression plane. The derived re­
gression equation was then used to predict the median roughness ratings 
for the vocal fry as well as for the normal and abnormally rough vowels. 
Table B shows that the number of relatively large residuals for fry pro­
ductions tended to be greater for Method II than for Methods I or III. 
This finding suggests that the linear regression for vocal fry vowel 
productions may differ slightly from that for normal and rough vowel 
productions.
In Method III, the SNLs averaged over the spectral segment 100 
to 2600 Hz and the roughness ratings for normal, vocal fry, and rough 
productions of each vowel were utilized in fitting a regression line.
The derived regression equation was then used to predict the median 
roughness ratings for all productions of each vowel. When all three 
modes of phonation are considered, the number of relatively large re­
siduals obtained using Method III tended to exceed that obtained using 
either Methods I or II. This was thought to be attributable to the 
fact that the 100 to 2600 Hz SNL mean was a less precise indicator of
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the spectral noise associated with each v/owel production than the indi­
vidual measures of noise in suocessive 100-Hz spectral sections. The 
regression equations and other details of Methods II and III are presen­
ted in APPENDIX F.
Disoussion
To investigate the spectral noise levels and perceived rough­
ness of normal, vooal fry, and simulated abnormally rough productions of 
the vowels / u / ,  /i/, / a / ,  /a/, and /a s / ,  subjects individually produced 
each of the test vowels at one intensity utilizing each of the three 
modes of phonation. The appropriateness of the mode of phonation em­
ployed for each production was initially evaluated by the investigator, 
but his percepts were subsequently compared to those of eleven judges.
In every instance, a majority of judges agreed with the investigator's 
initial opinion regarding the mode of phonation represented by a test 
phonation. These findings appear to support the assumption that the in­
vestigator's categorization of the test vowel phonations was valid, at 
least insofar as the mode of phonation employed in vowel production may 
be delineated perceptually. It may also be noted that the judges suc­
cessfully differentiated among the vowel samples with regard to the mode 
of phonation each represented as they listened to randomized recordings 
of the samples. This suggests that normal, vocal fry, and abnormally 
rough phonations can be differentiated perceptually on the basis of audi­
ble cues alone.
As a further procedure, the fundamental frequency of each test 
phonation was evaluated. This analysis revealed that the fundamentals 
for vocal fry phonations were uniformly much lower than those for the
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normal or the simulated abnormally rough phonations. Moreover, the 
range of fundamentals for fry samples did not overlap the range for 
normal or for rough samples. The fundamentals for the normal and rough 
productions mere generally similar, although a trend toward slightly 
higher fundamentals for rough than for normal productions mas observed. 
These findings are consistent mith those of others (28, 50) mho have 
reported that the fundamental frequency of fry phonations is generally 
lomer than that for normal and harsh phonations; that the range of 
fundamentals for fry phonations does not overlap the range for normal 
or harsh phonations; and, that the fundamentals of harsh phonations 
tend to be within the subject's modal frequency range. Further, the 
observed differences in the range of fundamentals for normal and for 
fry phonations appears consistent mith an hypothesis that fry phonations 
represent a distinct vocal register.
This study indicated, in general, that vocal fry and simulated 
abnormally rough vomel productions tend to receive similar median rough­
ness ratings and that both tend to exceed normal productions in per­
ceived roughness. Moreover, the range of median ratings obtained for 
the vocal fry productions tended to be smaller than the ranges for 
either the normal or the rough productions. That is, the ratings for 
fry productions tended to be restricted toward the upper or "more se­
verely rough" end of the rating scale. These findings may help to ex­
plain why some investigators have reportedly (54) included vocal fry 
samples in their studies of ostensibly harsh voices, and why others 
(20, 54) have tended to regard vocal fry as an abnormal mode of phona­
tion. It may be noted, however, that while the present findings are 
consistent with previous observations indicating that substantial
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harshness or roughness is perceptually associated with fry phonations 
(83, 54), they do not suggest that abnormally rough vocal quality and 
vocal fry quality are perceptually equivalent. On the contrary, the ob­
servation that vocal fry and simulated abnormally rough non-fry produc­
tions receiving similar roughness ratings could be successfully differ­
entiated by the judges for this investigation suggests that vocal fry 
quality per se differs in a perceptually significant way from abnormally 
rough vocal quality. These findings may have implications with regard 
to the design of future investigations of rough vocal quality.
The present findings regarding the roughness of fry samples 
also appear consistent with previous findings suggesting that the per­
ception of vocal roughness is related to the magnitude of frequency per­
turbations in the acoustic wave (£, 5^), and that vocal fry samples
tend to evidence large pitch perturbations relative to normal or abnor­
mally rough productions (49). These observations concerning the per­
turbation factor suggest that fry samples should tend to evidence con­
siderable roughness when evaluated perceptually. Moreover, on the basis 
of his analog studies, llJendahl (86, 89) has observed that given high- and 
low-frequency signals evidencing equal frequency perturbation, greater 
roughness tends to be perceptually associated with the signal which is 
relatively low in frequency. Possibly, therefore, the extreme roughness 
perceptually associated with fry phonations may be in part attributable 
to their low fundamentals.
The present findings regarding the relative roughness of the 
individual test vowels indicated that, regardless of the mode of phona­
tion, a trend was evident for least roughness to be associated with a 
high vowel and most roughness with the low vowel /as/. Similar findings
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have been reported previously by Sansone (65) for vowels produced nor­
mally and with simulated abnormal vocal roughness by adult males, by 
Lively (45) for vowels produced normally and with simulated vocal rough­
ness by adult females, and by Hanson (25), Sherman and Linke (68), and 
Rees (64) for vowels produced by subjects presenting clinically signifi­
cant vocal hoarseness or harshness. This trend toward greater rough­
ness for low than for high vowels suggests that the degree of roughness 
associated with vowel phonations tends to be related to vocal tract con­
figuration during phonation. Possibly, the configuration of the supra- 
glottic resonators during high vowel production is such that the acous­
tic components which contribute to the perception of vocal roughness tend 
to be more highly damped than they are during low vowel production. 
Another possibility is that greater laryngeal periodicity is associated 
with the production of high than low vowels. These hypotheses may be 
tested in future investigations. The present findings suggest, however, 
that physiologic conditions which effect differences in the relative 
roughness of normal and abnormally rough low and high vowel phonations 
may also obtain for low and high vocal fry vowel phonations.
The findings regarding the spectral noise levels associated with 
the test phonations indicated that in low-frequency spectral ranges, the 
noise levels for vocal fry phonations tended to exceed slightly those 
for abnormally rough phonations, but the reverse was true in higher spec­
tral frequency ranges. Further investigation will be needed to ascertain 
whether such trends are reliable. In general, however, the level of 
spectral noise associated with vocal fry phonations was similar in mag­
nitude to that for the simulated abnormally rough phonations, and both 
vocal fry and abnormally rough productions tended to evidence spectral
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noise levels which were considerably elevated with respect to those for 
normal productions. Moreover, the SNLs for vocal fry phonations in this 
study tended to be larger than those reported by Hanson (25) for clini­
cally hoarse phonations. These findings are of interest in view of the 
speculation by Michel (49) that considerably more spectral noise should 
be expected for harsh than for vocal fry phonations. This hypothesis 
was apparently predicated upon his observation that there was a greater 
percentage of "aperiodic" phonation associated with harsh than with 
vocal fry phonations. The present findings do not appear to support 
Michel's hypothesis. It may be that in formulating his hypothesis 
Michel underestimated the influence on spectral noise levels of acoustic 
wave perturbations which are not readily apparent upon visual inspection 
of the wave. Lively and Emanuel (46) have offered an alternative hy­
pothesis which seems to fit the present findings better. These investi­
gators suggested that the level of spectral noise associated with vowel 
phonations may be related directly to acoustic wave deviations from per­
fect periodicity, i.e., to wave perturbations. This hypothesis implies 
that relatively high spectral noise levels should be expected for phona­
tions which evidence relatively large variations in acoustic wave peri­
odicity over time, even when cycles are discernable in the wave. It may 
be noted in this regard that Michel's investigation (49) suggested that 
fry phonations are characterized by frequency perturbations which are 
larger than those characterizing harsh phonations. Thus, the present 
findings regarding spectral noise levels for fry phonations and those of 
Michel regarding the wave characteristics of fry phonations appear con­
sistent with the hypothesis suggested by Lively and Emanuel.
While the level of harmonic components in the spectra of the
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test phonations for this investigation uiere not measured, certain trends 
were noted. For example, the low-frequency harmonics for fry and abnor­
mally rough phonations tended to be diminished with respect to those for 
normal phonations. Similar findings reported previously by others (45, 
65) for normal and simulated abnormally rough productions have been in­
terpreted to suggest that there may be a trading relationship trend be­
tween the level of spectral noise and the level of low-frequency har­
monics for vowel phonations produced at one intensity. On the basis of 
the present findings, it appears that a similar relationship may obtain 
for vocal fry phonations.
Inspection of the spectra obtained for the test phonations 
raised questions, however, about the level of the higher harmonics for 
normal, vocal fry, and rough productions. It was observed that while 
higher vowel harmonics were not clearly discernable because of elevated 
spectral noise, spectral levels often appeared to be elevated at higher 
harmonic frequencies. Moreover, these elevations tended to be greater 
for fry and for abnormally rough than for normal phonations. Similar 
trends were observed earlier by Emanuel and Whitehead (17) for vowels 
phonated normally and with simulated abnormal vocal roughness. These 
investigators suggested that the apparent level of higher vowel har­
monics may reflect the noise level at harmonic frequencies more than the 
signal level at those frequencies. Thus, the apparent elevation of 
higher vowel harmonics with increasing roughness may be attributable to 
the elevation of noise in higher spectral frequency ranges.
Possible relationships between spectral noise levels and the 
degree of roughness associated with the normal, simulated abnormally 
rough, and vocal fry phonations were also of interest. Previous
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investigations, similar in design to the present study, have considered 
such relationships for vowels produced normally and with simulated ab­
normal vocal roughness by adult males (65) and by adult females (45).
This study of males largely replicated one of the cited previous studies, 
but also provided new information regarding relationships between spec­
tral noise levels and roughness ratings for vocal fry productions. High 
and significant (p<îO.Ol) correlation coefficients were obtained for each 
of the five test vowels when spectral noise levels averaged over the fre­
quency range 100 to 2600 Hz and median roughness ratings for each vowel 
production were related. The magnitude of these coefficients, ranging 
from .88 for /a/ to .92 for /u/, was similar to that reported earlier by 
Sansone (65) when only normal and simulated abnormally rough productions 
were evaluated. With the inclusion of vocal fry samples, therefore, the 
linear relationship trend between 100 to 2600 Hz vowel spectral noise 
level means and median roughness ratings remained strong. Thus, the 
present findings support an hypothesis that spectral noise levels tend 
to be linearly related to roughness ratings for vocal fry as well as for 
normal and abnormally rough vowel productions.
As a further procedure, relationships between vowel roughness 
ratings and spectral noise levels obtained in each 100-Hz segment of each 
vowel spectrum were investigated using a multiple regression procedure. 
Very high and significant (p<iO.Ol) correlation coefficients were ob­
tained for each test vowel when this procedure was employed. Thus, using 
the appropriate linear regression equation, it was possible to predict 
the roughness ratings for normal, rough, and vocal fry productions of 
each vowel from the 100-Hz SNLs for eaoh production. In general, small 
residuals (observed rating minus the predicted rating) were obtained for
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each vowel production using this procedure (Method I). This finding is 
similar to that reported by Sansone (65) for normal and simulated abnor­
mally rough vowels produced by adult males. Thus, it appears that spec­
tral noise levels and roughness ratings for vocal fry phonations tend to 
be related, much as noise levels and roughness ratings for abnormally 
rough and normal phonations are related.
Somewhat larger residuals were obtained, for fry productions 
in particular, however, when a regression equation predioated upon the 
IDO-Hz SNL-roughness rating relationships for only the normal and the 
simulated abnormally rough vowel productions was utilized in predicting 
the roughness of normal, simulated rough, and fry phonations (Method II). 
This suggests that the linear regression for vocal fry vowels may differ 
slightly from that for normal and rough vowels. Inspection of the re­
siduals revealed that, in general, obtained median roughness ratings for 
fry samples tended to be greater than the ratings predicted for those 
samples by Method II. It may be, therefore, that the relatively large 
residuals for the vocal fry productions associated with Method II are 
attributable to the effect of relatively low fry fundamental frequencies 
on the perceived roughness of those productions. The relatively large 
residuals for all vowel samples obtained using a regression equation 
predicated upon the relationship of SNL means to vowel roughness ratings 
(Method III) appeared to be due to the loss of precision in estimating 
vowal SNLs associated with the use of 100 to 2600 Hz SNL means in the 
prediction equation.
The present findings may be considered with respect to some 
possible implications. They suggest that vocal fry phonations are in 
some respects like abnormally rough phonations. Specifically, it
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appears that the roughness associated with fry phonations is similar in 
severity to that associated with simulated abnormally rough phonations. 
Moreover, similar acoustic spectral features, i.e., elevated spectral 
noise and diminished low-frequency harmonic levels appear to be associ­
ated with the perception of the severe roughness for fry and for abnor­
mally rough phonations. Possibly, therefore, similar acoustic wave fea­
tures underlie the roughness associated with fry and abnormally rough 
phonations. It may be that a deviation from periodicity is the wave 
feature most closely associated with perceived vowel roughness, regard­
less of the mode of vowel phonation.
Vocal fry phonations apparently can be differentiated percept­
ually from abnormally rough phonations, however, and it seems reasonable 
to speculate that the acoustic wave features which cue such differentia­
tion are other than those underlying the elevated spectral noise levels 
for fry phonations. Possibly, as others (2, 25.» 49) have suggested, the 
perception of vocal fry phonation per se is predicated upon such factors 
as a low fundamental frequency and a rapid decay of acoustic intensity 
in successive cycles of phonation.
With respect to their clinical implications, the following ob­
servations regarding the findings seem pertinent. They do not support 
a conclusion that vocal fry phonation per se is abnormal, even though 
such phonation tends to be quite rough. It would seem that clinical de­
cisions regarding the normality or abnormality of fry phonation ought to 
be decided on the basis of such factors as: whether or not the fry pho­
nation is maladaptive; whether or not it impairs in some socially sig­
nificant way the subject's ability to communicate; and, whether or not 
it is associated with some underlying pathology, disease process, or
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abusive behavior. It appears that individuals presenting vocal fry pho­
nation which mould be regarded as abnormal on the basis of such criteria 
are rare if, indeed, there are any. On the other hand, available infor­
mation suggests that vocal fry phonations are generally not indicative 
of vocal abnormally. This study suggested, for example, that fry phona­
tion is rather easily produced by normal-speaking subjects without 
noticeable strain or excessive effort. Moreover, fry phonation is re­
portedly (11, 29) common in connected speech judged to be within normal 
limits in quality. Thus, it appears that fry phonation is usually nor­
mal. The finding that vocal fry and normal or modal register phonations 
can be differentiated perceptually appears to support an hypothesis that 




The purpose of this study uias to investigate spectral noise 
levels (SNLs) in narrow-hand (3-Hz) acoustic spectra of normal, vocal 
fry, and simulated abnormally rough vowels produced by adult male sub­
jects, and possible relationships between the SNLs and perceived vowel 
roughness. Other studies (45, 65) have considered relationships between 
SNLs and perceived roughness for vowels phonated normally and with simu­
lated abnormal vocal roughness. A unique feature of the present study, 
however, was investigation of such relationships for vocal fry vowel 
phonations as well as for normal and simulated abnormally rough phona­
tions.
Twenty normal-speaking adult males served as subjects for this 
investigation. The subjects individually produced each of the vowels 
/u/, /i/, /a /, /a/, and /æ/ first normally, then with vocal fry, and 
than with simulated abnormal vocal roughness. Each production was sus­
tained for seven seconds at 75 dB (± 1 dO) SPL at a mouth-to-microphone 
distance of six inches. The vowel productions were recorded on magnetic 
tape and were individually presented in random order to eleven judges 
for rating. Each judge first rated the vowels for roughness on a five- 
point equal-appearing intervals scale in which "1" represented least 
severe and "5" represented most severe roughness. The median of the
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eleven judges' ratings mas obtained as an index of each vomel produc­
tion's roughness. In a second listening session, the judges indepen­
dently evaluated the randomized vowel samples to identify the mode of 
phonation each represented.
The recording of each vomel production mas also analyzed to 
produce a narrom-band (3-Hz) frequency-by-amplitude spectrum of its 
acoustic components from 0 to 8000 Hz. This analysis mas made from tmo- 
second tape loops constructed from a central portion of each recording 
evidencing a uniform intensity (75 dB SPL ±  1 dB). As a quantitative 
index of vomel spectral noise levels, the lomest observable peak of 
energy in each of seventy-nine successive 100-Hz sections from 100 to 
8000 Hz mas measured in dB SPL in each vomel spectrum. The vomel tape 
loops mere also individually analyzed to determine the fundamental vocal 
frequency of the normal, vocal fry, and rough phonations.
The findings revealed that the eleven judges mere generally in 
unanimous or nearly unanimous agreement regarding the mode of phonation 
represented by each vomel sample. In all instances, the majority of 
judges agreed mith the investigator's initial opinion regarding the mode 
of phonation represented by each test phonation. The fundamental vocal 
frequency analysis revealed that the vocal fry productions evidenced 
uniformly lomer fundamentals than either normal or simulated abnormally 
rough productions, and that the range of fundamentals for fry samples 
did not overlap the range for normal or for rough samples. It mas also 
found that the fundamentals for high and lorn vowels mere at the extremes 
of the fundamental frequency range for each mode of phonation and tended 
to differ significantly (poO.OS).
The findings regarding the median roughness ratings obtained
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for each test vowel production indicated that each vocal fry and simula­
ted rough production was judged more rough than its normal counterpart. 
tUhen the means of the median ratings for vocal fry and simulated abnor­
mally rough productions of each test vowel were compared, it was noted 
that they tended to be similar in magnitude and relatively high on the 
roughness scale. For all three modes of phonation, the low vowel /»/ 
tended to evidence greater roughness than the other test vowels, and 
least roughness tended to be associated with a high vowel.
With respect to vowel spectral noise levels, this study indica­
ted that normal, vocal fry, and abnormally rough vowel productions tend 
to evidence noise levels above system noise levels over the spectral 
range 0 to 8000 Hz. For each test vowel, spectral noise levels tended 
to be higher for vocal fry and for rough phonations than for normal pho­
nations. The spectral noise levels for the vocal fry and the rough pro­
ductions of each test vowel were similar in magnitude. Identifiable 
low-frequency harmonics for vocal fry and rough productions of each 
vowel tended to be somewhat diminished in amplitude with respect to 
those for normal productions. For all three phonatory modes, spectral 
noise levels tended to be relatively high in vowel formant ranges and 
relatively low in interformant ranges, and an increase in mean spectral 
noise levels for the spectral range 100 to 2600 Hz appeared to be assoc­
iated with changes in vocal tract configuration relating to decreasing 
tongue height in vowel production. That is, for the normal, vocal fry, 
and rough productions, high vowels were generally characterized by lower 
spectral noise levels than low vowels. For each test vowel, the great­
est SNL variability for the spectral segment 100 to 2600 Hz was associa­
ted with the rough productions.
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Spectral noise levels averaged over the spectral segment 100 
to 2600 Hz mere highly, positively (s .88), and significantly (p«3 0.0l) 
related to the median roughness ratings for the productions of each test 
vomel. Thus, as mean spectral noise levels for the test vomel produc­
tions increased, the median roughness ratings of the productions also 
tended to increase. High (s .95) and significant (poO.Ol) multiple 
correlation coefficients mere obtained mhen the noise level in each 100- 
Hz spectral section from 100 to 2600 Hz mas related to the median rough­
ness rating for the productions of each vomel. Generally, small re­
siduals (observed rating minus the predicted rating) mere obtained mhen 
a multiple linear regression equation predicated upon the relationship 
of the 100-Hz section SNLs in the spectral frequency range 100 to 2600 
Hz and the observed median roughness ratings for normal, simulated ab­
normally rough, and vocal fry phonations mas used to predict each vomel 
production's median roughness rating. A greater number of relatively 
large residuals mas obtained, particularly for fry samples, mhen a re­
gression equation predicated upon the 100-Hz section SNLs and the median 
roughness ratings for the normal and abnormally rough vomels mas used to 
predict the roughness ratings for the vocal fry, normal, and rough vomel 
productions. The residuals for all vomel samples mere also relatively 
large mhen the roughness of each sample mas predicted using a regression 
equation predicated upon the relationship of SNLs averaged over the 
spectral range 100 to 2600 Hz to vomel roughness ratings.
Some general conclusions and implications of the present study 
include the folloming. Vocal fry and abnormally rough phonations appear 
similar mith respect to perceived roughness and mith respect to specific 
acoustic features associated mith their roughness, i.e., elevated
8?
spectral noise and diminished low-frequency harmonie levels. It is sug­
gested, therefore, that similar acoustic wave features, i.e., deviations 
from periodicity or perturbations, may underlie the roughness associated 
with fry and with abnormally rough phonations. Because vocal fry phona­
tions can be reliably differentiated perceptually from abnormally rough 
phonations, however, it appears that the acoustic wave features which 
cue such differentiation are other than those underlying the elevated 
spectral noise levels. As others (£, 29) have suggested, the perception 
of vocal fry phonation per se may be predicated upon such factors as a 
low fundamental vocal frequency and a rapid decay of acoustic intensity 
in successive cycles of phonation.
The present study suggests that normal-speaking subjects can 
produce fry phonations at will and without apparent discomfort or ex­
cessive tension. Moreover, it has been observed (29) that fry phonation 
occurs commonly in speech judged to be normal. These observations, and 
a lack of clinical evidence to the contrary, support the view that vocal 
fry phonation per se does not constitute a voice disorder, i.e., it is 
usually normal. On the other hand, the finding that vocal fry vowel 
phonations can be differentiated perceptually from modal register vowel 
phonations appears to support the hypothesis of Hollien e^ ad. (29) 
that fry phonations constitute a perceptually distinct, normal, low- 
frequency vocal register.
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Instructions to Subjects 
In this experiment you mill phonate five vomel sounds, at first 
normally, then mith vocal fry, and then mhile simulating abnormal vocal 
roughness, into the microphone. The vomel sounds you are to produce are 
the underlined sounds in the mords printed on the cards: /u/ as in
boot, /i/ as in feet, /a/ as in U£, /a/ as in father, and /m/ as in hat.
You are not to say the entire mord, but only the vomel sound that is 
underlined. The cards mill be held so you can see them easily during 
recording. I mill also say each vomel immediately before you speak it.
You should say the vomel sounds loudly enough so that the needle 
on the meter mill peak at the black mark. You mill be given tmo signals 
from the signal lights. The amber light mill come on briefly, indica­
ting that you are to begin to phonate and to peak the needle of the meter 
steadily at the mark. When the red light comes on, you are to continue 
to keep the needle steadily at the mark as long as the red light is on.
Be very careful to keep the needle on the meter at the mark. Some of the 
sounds are weak sounds and mill have to be spoken loudly to peak at the
mark. Some of the sounds are strong sounds and mill not have to be
spoken as loudly to peak the needle at the mark. You mill be given an 
opportunity to practice peaking the needle on the vomel sounds before 
actually making the recording.
Produce vocal roughness by phonating mhile "making your throat 
tight." A "tight throat" occurs on the initiation of a cough. If you 
have trouble making your throat tight, start to cough, hold your laryn­
geal structures in that posture, and phonate. If you mish, I mill demon­
strate vocal roughness for you.
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I mill indicate to you if you are not producing the vowel 
printed on the card. Sometimes while simulating vocal roughness or pho­
nating in vocal fry, the vowel is distorted. If you do not produce the 




Instructions to Judges: Vowel Ratings
You are asked to listen to 350, seven-second sustained vowel 
samples produced by adult males. The samples are comprised of the vowels 
/u/, /i/, /a /, /a/, and /»/, and represent a range of vocal productions 
from smooth to rough. The vowel samples will be presented to you one at 
a time, and you are to judge each in relation to a five-point scale of 
severity of vocal roughness. Make your judgements on the basis of the 
severity of vocal roughness perceived.
Each vowel is to be rated on a scale of equal-appearing inter­
vals with scale values from 1_ to Scale value represents least se­
vere vocal roughness and ^  represents most severe. Do not attempt to 
rate vowel samples between any two scale points. The vowel samples may 
vary according to parameters other than roughness; however, you are 
asked to ignore these variations. Restrict your attention to the de­
gree of roughness perceived.
Prior to the rating of the vowels, the first fifteen vowel 
samples to be judged will be played to familiarize you with the range of 
vocal roughness. You are asked to listen to these samples and to form 
an independent estimate of the rating scale extremes.
The vowels to be judged will be presented to you in random 
order. There will be a short interval between productions and each will 
be preceded by a number announcement.
You are to judge each of the vowel samples in relation to the 
five-point scale of severity of vocal roughness. Record on your response 
sheet the scale value from 2 to 5 you think each production should be 
assigned. As you are asked to scale your perceptions of the severity of
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vocal roughness, there are no right or wrong scale values. Thus, a 
scale value you record for a vowel may not be the scale value the person 
sitting next to you records for that same vowel. For this reason, be 
sure to make your judgements independently. Record the scale value 
assigned to each vowel to the right of its number on your response 
sheet. You may hear each vowel production to be judged as many times as 
you wish. Notice that you will start at the top of a column and work 
down. Be sure to record a judgement for every vowel sample. Leave no 
blank spaces. Are there any questions?
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Instructions to Dudges: Differentiation of Uouiel Samples
You are asked to listen to 350, seven-second sustained vowel 
samples produced by adult males. The samples are comprised of the 
vowels /u/, /!/, /a /, /a/, and /æ/, and represent three modes of phona­
tion: normal, vocal fry, and abnormally rough. The vowel samples will 
be presented to you one at a time and you are to evaluate each vowel in­
dependently and to identify the mode of phonation it represents.
To acquaint you with the three types of phonation to be differ­
entiated, five vowel samples representing normal phonation, five vowel 
samples representing vocal fry phonation, and five vowel samples repre­
senting abnormally rough phonation will be played. You may listen to 
these productions as many times as you wish before the judging begins.
The vowels to be judged will be presented to you in random 
order. There will be a short interval between productions and each will 
be preceded by a number announcement.
You are to identify each vowel sample with respect to the mode 
of phonation it represents. On your response sheet, for every vowel 
sample, record either an "N" for normal phonation, an "F" for vocal fry 
phonation, or an "R" for abnormally rough phonation. Record the mode of 
phonation assigned to each vowel to the right of its number on your 
response sheet. Be sure to make your identification independently. You 
may hear each vowel production to be identified as many times as you 
wish. Notice that you will start at the top of the column and work 
down. For every vowel sample be sure to record a phonatory mode. Are 
there any questions?
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PERCENTAGE OF INTER-OUDGE ROUGHNESS RATING AGREEMENT 
±1 SCALE VALUE FOR THREE HUNDRED VOWEL PRODUCTIONS
Dudge 11 10 9 8
Judge
7 6 5 4 3 2
1 99 95 93 97 98 98 98 98 95 98
2 98 98 93 98 94 92 95 93 97
3 95 97 97 96 94 95 96 92
4 97 93 90 94 97 98 96
5 99 95 95 97 99 97
5 96 93 94 95 97
7 96 94 93 96








-OUDGE ROUGHNESS RATING AGREEMENT ±1 SCALE 
RATINGS OF FIFTY VOWEL PRODUCTIONS
1 2 3 4 5
Judge
6 7 8 9 10 11
100 100 100 98 100 100 98 98 96 100 100
APPENDIX 0
The Number of Eleven Judges Concurring with the Investigator's 
Identification of Normal, Vocal Fry, and Rough 




THE NUMBER OF ELEVEN BUDGES CONCURING WITH THE INVESTIGATOR'S 
IDENTIFICATION OF NORMAL, VOCAL FRY, AND ROUGH 
SAMPLES OF FIVE VOWELS PRODUCED BY 
TWENTY SUBBECTS
/ u / /i/
Vowels
A / A / /as/
Subject N VF R N VF R N VF R N VF R N VF R
1 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 9 11 11
2 10 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
3 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 7 11 11
4 11 11 11 9 11 11 10 11 11 10 11 11 8 11 11
5 10 11 11 10 11 9 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
6 a 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 11 11
7 11 10 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 11 10 6 11 11
8 10 11 10 a 11 11 11 11 11 a 11 11 9 11 10
9 11 11 6 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
10 11 10 11 a 11 11 10 11 11 5 11 11 6 11 11
11 11 11 10 11 11 9 11 11 11 11 11 11
12 a 11 11 10 11 11 6 11 11 7 11 11 10 11 11
13 11 11 10 10 11 11 9 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11
14 11 10 11 10 11 11 7 11 11 7 11 11 11 11 11
15 10 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 11
16 11 11 9 10 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
17 10 11 11 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10
18 10 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 10 11 11
19 10 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 a 11 11
20 11 11 a 11 9 7 11 11 7 11 11 9 11 11 11
APPENDIX E
Summary of Analyses of Variance and Duncan's 
New Multiple Range Tests
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TABLE 12
SUMMARY OF AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FDR THE FUNDAMENTAL
VOCAL FREQUENCIES OF NORMAL VOWELS
Source of 
Variation df
Analysis of Variance 
ss ms F
Subjects 19 12767.75 671.99 17.03
Vowels 4 308.36 77.09 1.95 /
Residual 76 2998.B4 39.46
/ Not Significant (p>0.05)
TABLE 13
DUNCAN'S NEW MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES AMONG 













Note: Any two means not underscored by the same line are signifi­
cantly different at the .05 level.
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DUNCAN'S NEW MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES AMONG VOCAL 













Note; Any two means not underscored by the same line are signifi­
cantly different at the .05 level.




SUMMARY OF AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE FUNOAIYIENTAL
VOCAL FREQUENCIES OF ROUGH VOWELS
Source of 
Variation df
Analysis of Variance 
ss ms F
Subjects 19 32810.10 1726.84 13.407
Vowels 4 5535.06 1383.76 10.743 *
Residual 76 9788.95 128.80
* p <  .05
TABLE 17
OUNCAN'S NEW MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES AMONG 













Note: Any two means not underscored by the same line are signifi­
cantly different at the .05 level.
Any two means underscored by the same lines are not signifi­
cantly different.
APPENDIX F 
Details of Methods II and III
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method II
The regression equation used in Method II mas identical to that 
used in Method I and has the form
Y = Bg + B'jX'i + B2X2 + . • . . ^25^25
where V is the roughness rating predicted, Bg the Y intercept determined
by the regression analysis, B-|_25 the regression coefficients determined 
by the regression analysis, and Xi_25 the successive 100-Hz SNLs from 
100 to 2600 Hz for each vowel production. The two methods differ in 
that the SNLs for vowel samples representing all three modes of phona­
tion were used in estimating the betas for Method I, but in Method II
only the SNLs for the normal and rough phonations were used. Thus, the
greater number of relatively large residuals associated with Method II 
was attributable to the fact that the vocal fry samples were not included 
in fitting the regression plane. The largest residual associated with 
Method II was 2.56.
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Method III
The regression equation used in Method III has the form
Y = Bg + BX
where Y is the predicted roughness rating, Bg the Y intercept, and X the 
mean of the 25 SI\!L measurements for each test uowel production. The 
number of relatively large residuals associated with Method III as com­
pared to Method I was expected because in Method III; (a) SMLs averaged 
over the 100 to 2500 Hz spectral range and the median roughness rating 
for each normal, vocal fry, and simulated abnormally rough production 
were used in fitting a regression line for each test vowel; and, (b) the 
correlation coefficients obtained (Table 7) when the 100 to 2600 Hz S(\IL 
means and the median roughness ratings for all productions of each vowel 
were related were smaller than those obtained (Table 8) when 100-Hz sec­
tion SNLs and the median roughness ratings for all productions of each 
vowel were related. The largest residual associated with Method III was 
1.37.
